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CAN INDIA END RUSSIA-UKRAINE WAR? INDIA-CANADA MINISTERS MEET, DISCUSS
TRADE, STRATEGIC CONVERGENCE,

COUNTERING TERRORISM & RADICALIZATION

FROM EXTREME LEFT TO RIGHT: GUNJAN VERMA, WIFE OF H.E. MR. SANJAY KUMAR VERMA; HIS EXCELLENCY SHRI MR. SANJAY KUMAR VERMA,
INDIA'S HIGH COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE TO CANADA; JAKE DHEER, SENIOR MANAGER, OMNI TELEVISION AT ROGERS SPORTS & MEDIA INC.;
APOORVA SRIVASTAVA, INDIA'S CONSUL GENERAL IN TORONTO & YUDHVIR JASWAL, Y MEDIA GROUP EDITOR & CEO.

Amid speculation in the US about India's peacemaking role in Ukraine, External
Affairs Minister S. Jaishnakar was in Moscow for meetings with Russian
officials, while Foreign Secretary Vinay Mohan Kwatra held talks with Deputy
Secretary of State Wendy Sherman in Washington. The conflict figured in the
Washington talks on Monday and Sherman "underscored the US commitment
to the people of Ukraine in the face of Russia's illegal war of aggression" in
her meeting with Kwatra, State Department spokesperson Ned Price said in
a readout of their meeting. In a tweet, Sherman said she had a "great meeting"
meeting with Kwatra to discuss US-India "relations and advance our security
and regional cooperation throughout the Indo-Pacific region and the world".
Price said: "The two reaffirmed our shared commitment to democratic
principles, regional security and prosperity, and strengthening people-to-
people ties." They "discussed the wide range of issues on which the US and
India are working together as strategic partners, including our economic and
security cooperation", he added. "They also discussed ways to improve
regional and multilateral coordination, including via the Quad partnership in
the Indo-Pacific region." The Quad is the group made up of India, the US,
Japan and Australia. Meanwhile, Jaishankar landed in Moscow on Monday

and was scheduled to meet with Russia's
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and Deputy
Prime Minister Denis Manturov, who holds

the foreign trade portfolio.
There has been speculation in an
influential US media that India
may be able to play a role in
ending the war in Ukraine as it
"is increasingly viewed as a
potential peacemaker with
access to both sides".

External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar on Saturday met his Canadian
counterpart Melanie Joly and discussed the Ukraine conflict among other
important issues. The meeting took place on the sidelines of the East Asia
Summit. "Nice to meet FM @melaniejoly of Canada on the sidelines of the
East Asia Summit. Discussed the Ukraine conflict, Indo-Pacific, bilateral
cooperation and community welfare. Appreciate steps being taken to address
visa challenges," a tweet read. Jaishankar also tweeted a photograph of the
meeting from his official twitter handle. Earlier, he met Ukrainian Foreign
Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba and discussed the ongoing Ukraine-Russia
conflict, grain initiative and nuclear concerns. He tweeted, "Pleasure to meet
FM @DmytroKuleba of Ukraine. Our discussions covered recent
developments in the conflict, the grain initiative and nuclear concerns."
The minister also tweeted about his meeting with Foreign Minister of
Singapore, Vivian Balakrishnan and Indonesian FM RetnoMarsudi. He
shared the photographs of the meetings on Twitter. EAM Dr. S Jaishankar is
accompanying Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar who is in Cambodia to attend the
ASEAN-India Commemorative
Summit and the 17th East Asia
Summit being held in Phnom
Penh. In his first ever foreign visit,
the Vice President arrived in
Cambodia on November 11
where he was welcomed by
CheaVandeth, Minister of Post
and Telecommunications,
Cambodia and other dignitaries
at Phnom Penh airport.I CONTD. ON PAGE 14

WATCH Y MEDIA'S GROUP EDITOR AND CEO, YUDHVIR JASWAL EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH ANITA ANAND, CANADA'S DEFENCE
MINISTER, ONLY ON CHANNEL Y BELL 828, TELUS 2418, ROGERS 857, IGNITE 707, Y MEDIA PLUS & LISTEN ON RADIO Y  91.9 FM.

PEEL POLICE CHIEF NISHAN DURAIAPPAH
APPOINTED TO THE ORDER OF ONTARIO

The Peel Police Services Board would like to
congratulate Police Chief Nishan Duraiappah on his
appointment to the Order of Ontario. The Honourable
Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Lieutenant Governor of Ontario,
will bestow the honour to Chief Duraiappah at a
ceremony to be held on November 21, 2022.

PM MODI INTERACTS WITH WORLD
LEADERS AT BALI G20 SUMMIT

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday
interacted with several world leaders during
the ongoing 17th G20 Summit in Bali,
including US and French Presidents Joe
Biden and Emmanuel Macron, as well
as his British counterpart Rishi Sunak.
The Prime Minister's Office shared
several photographs of his meetings
with the world leaders.

I DETAILS ON PAGE 11

I DETAILS ON PAGE 12

Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE WITH OSCAR
WINNER A.R. RAHMAN

Composer extraordinaire, and Slumdog
Millionaire fame Oscar, Grammy and BAFTA-
winning musician, A.R. Rahman brings his directorial
debut 'Le Musk,' a cinematic sensory
experience, to Canada. Rahman ushers in the
next disruption in storytelling by perfectly
marrying technology and creativity. Le Musk
pushes the boundaries of traditional cinema
and heralds the unparalleled experience
XR entertainment can offer audiences. I DETAILS ON PAGE 23

CHINESE PRESIDENT XI JINPING BLAMES
PM TRUDEAU AT G20 FOR 'LEAKING' THEIR

DISCUSSIONS TO MEDIA
Chinese President Xi Jinping has accused Justin Trudeau of inappropriate
behaviour by leaking details of a conversation between the two leaders
to the media.
The accusations were made in a public space in Bali, Indonesia, where
both leaders attended the G20
summit. "Everything we discuss
has been leaked to the paper; that's
not appropriate," Xi told Trudeau through
an interpreter.   "That's not ... the
way the conversation was
conducted. If there is sincerity
on your part—" Xi said.

CRISIS IN PAKISTAN

BY IMPLICATING ISI GENERAL IN PLOT TO KILL HIM,
IMRAN HAS TAKEN HIS BATTLE TO GHQ

PAKISTAN'S RELATIONS WITH US & CHINA: SPECIAL
REPORTS

CONSPIRACY BEHIND ATTACK ON IMRAN?
I DETAILS ON PAGE 7

TRUMP'S BID FOR PRESIDENCY IN 2024 'DICEY'
EVEN IF SOME REPUBLICANS SUPPORT

Former US President Donald Trump's third bid for the presidency in 2024
could not have come at a more "inopportune moment" with GOP divided
in supporting him, funders shying away from him and both his daughter
Ivanka and niece Mary not entirely on his side, but seems prompted by
his fear that Florida governor Ro DeSantis might throw in his bid after his
successful return in the midterms and stood a better chance than him.

I DETAILS ON PAGE 15

I DETAILS ON PAGE 9

Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE: Y MEDIA GROUP EDITOR YUDHVIR JASWAL MEETS HIS EXCELLENCY SHRI
MR. SANJAY KUMAR VERMA, INDIA'S HIGH COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE TO CANADA IN TORONTO
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Y MEDIA TEAM AT CAMPAIGN

OFFICE OPENING OF CHARLES

SOUSA- LIBERAL MP CANDIDATE

FOR MISSISSAUGA-LAKESHORE

Y MEDIA TEAM AT HINDU

HERITAGE MONTH & DIWALI

CELEBRATION IN TORONTO

34

Y MEDIA TEAM AT HINDU

HERITAGE MONTH FLAG RAISING

CEREMONY IN BRAMPTON

23

Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE: A.R. RAHMAN BRINGS

HIS DIRECTORIAL DEBUT ‘LE MUSK,’ A

CINEMATIC SENSORY EXPERIENCE, IN

PARTNERSHIP WITH CANADIAN COMPANY

MALARR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

04

Y MEDIA TEAM AT ARTHRITIS

SOCIETY CANADA’S INAUGURAL

ARTHRITIS FIREBALL EVENT
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Y MEDIA TEAM AT ARTHRITIS SOCIETY CANADA’S

INAUGURAL ARTHRITIS FIREBALL EVENT

ANITA BHANDARI- FOUNDER AND DESIGNER OF AARKISH DIAMONDS.
Y MEDIA GROUP EDITOR AND CEO YUDHVIR JASWAL WITH CTV NEWS

TORONTO CO-ANCHOR MICHELLE DUBÉ

JENNIFER STEWART, CHIEF DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, ARTHRITIS SOCIETY (THIRD) ALONG WITH
ARTHRITIS SOCIETY PRESIDENT AND CEO: TRISH BARBATO (EXTREME RIGHT).

ARTHRITIS FIRE BALL COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS: ANNY
NASSER AND SIKIN DHARAMSHI.

Hosted by CTV News Toronto co-anchor Michelle Dubé, Arthritis Society Canada’s
inaugural Arthritis Fire BallTM on Nov. 12, 2022 was a glowing success, raising $375,000
to fight the fire of arthritis for the six million Canadians who live with this disease.
This incredible night of glitz, glamour and philanthropy would not have been possible
without the generous support of Trail Blazer sponsors, CIBC/James Wilhelm and
Scotiabank, and Ignite sponsors, Bosseini Living, Prep Doctors, Tylenol and Greg Steers.
Philanthropy was always top of mind throughout the evening as guests paid tribute to the
one in five Canadians who live with arthritis.
Highlighting the evening was a special tribute to 20-year-old Maddie Watts, a former
competitive skier who was diagnosed with arthritis in her spine at 17. A fiery advocate for
change, Maddie’s inspiring story is a testament to her strength and perseverance.
“Arthritis is a serious disease in need of urgent and bold solutions,” said Trish Barbato,
President and CEO of Arthritis Society Canada.
“Strong partnerships with our corporate sponsors, valued donors and dedicated
volunteers really drive transformational change. Innovation will bring us one step
closer to making an impact for Maddie and all the Canadians who live with the pain of
arthritis each and every day.”
Learn more about the Arthritis Fire BallTM.
About Arthritis Society Canada  
Arthritis Society Canada is a national health charity, fueled by donors and volunteers, with
a mission to fight the fire of arthritis with the fire of research, advocacy, innovation,
information and support. Arthritis Society Canada is accredited under Imagine Canada’s
Standards Program. For more information, visit arthritis.ca. 

MADDIE WATTS- ARTHRITIS SURVIVOR.

JUDY NOORDERMEER, VP, MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS, ARTHRITIS SOCIETY CANADA ALONG
WITH PREET JASWAL- CFO, Y MEDIA GROUP, YUDHVIR JASWAL- GROUP EDITOR & CEO, Y MEDIA
GROUP AND Y MEDIA COO GURPREET LOONA.
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AHMADIYYA MUSLIM JAMA’AT COMMEMORATES NATIONAL INDIGENOUS VETERANS DAY
AND MUSLIMS FOR REMEMBRANCE IN MISSISSAUGA

At Baitul Hamd Mosque Mississauga, Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama' at
Mississauga held a Remembrance Day event on November 11th at
2:30 pm. Two MPs, five MPPs, the Deputy Fire Chief, two police
officers and several invited guests attended this event.
Dignitaries spoke about war veterans and their sacrifices for our
society.
Ahmadi Muslims truly appreciate and admire the sacrifices of the
veterans for the protection of our lives and our Country.
Ahmadi children sang the national anthem, and a little boy recited the
poem In Flanders Fields. Two wreaths were laid, one by Ahmadi ex
army officers and one by MPs Iqra Khalid and Richie Valdez.
Ahmadi children made poppies and made cup cakes and decorated
them with iced poppies. Children distributed these cup cakes to the
guests, which was greatly appreciated by the guests.

THE RACE AGAINST RACISM WAS CREATED 21 YEARS AGO TO PROMOTE A POSITIVE AND INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY. THE 5-KILOMETER RACE USES SPORT TO ENGAGE MEMBERS OF DIFFERENT CULTURES, RELIGIONS
AND ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS TO SUPPORT LOCAL YOUTH. FUNDS RAISED FROM THIS EVENT GO TOWARDS THE DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP. FIVE RECIPIENTS RECEIVED THE DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP THIS YEAR.

Y MEDIA TEAM AT PEEL POLICE'S RACE AGAINST RACISM

'DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP' AWARD CEREMONY

Y MEDIA TEAM AT HINDU HERITAGE MONTH FLAG RAISING CEREMONY IN BRAMPTON

I DETAILS ON PAGE 34

BRIELLE PILLAY. PRAISE ORIYOMI. NAOMI LAYNE.

ANDREA MURRAY. KAHILE ALLEYNE.
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Y MEDIA TEAM AT

BRAMPTON’S COUNCIL

INAUGURATION  MEETING

Y MEDIA TEAM AT

MISSISSAUGA’S INAUGURAL

MEETING OF COUNCIL

Y MEDIA TEAM AT

INAUGURAL MEETING OF

THE CITY OF VAUGHAN’S

2022-2026 TERM OF COUNCIL

Y MEDIA TEAM AT

INAUGURAL MEETING OF

NEWLY ELECTED

BURLINGTON CITY COUNCIL

Y MEDIA AT ‘ONTARIO’S CRIME

PREVENTION WEEK’: JOINT EFFORT

OF MANY ORGANIZATIONS WITH

CRIME PREVENTION GOAL OF

‘SAFER, STRONGER, TOGETHER’

COMMUNITY

I N D E X
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AT MEETING WITH XI, BIDEN CALLS FOR
TWO COUNTRIES TO WORK TOGETHER,
RAISES TAIWAN, XINJIANG AND HONG KONG

US President Joe Biden told China’s President Xi Jinping Monday
that he was committed to keeping lines of communications open
with him, and, according to a White House readout of their
meeting, raised concerns about Beijing’s practices in Xinjiang,
Tibet, and Hong Kong, and human rights more broadly. President
Xi spoke about char ting a “flight course” for the relationship
which was important not only for the two countries but also the
world. Biden and Xi held their first in-person meeting as Presidents
on the sidelines of the G20 meetings in Bali, Indonesia. And it
came at a time of a historic low in the relationship over China’s
position on the Russian invasion of Ukraine and a visit by US
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan, which was cited by
Beijing to shut down military-to-military and other lines of
communication. The two leaders met first as Vice Presidents in
2014, and have spoken on phone or through video link five times after
Biden took over as President. Their meeting in Bali was their first and US
officials said previewing it that it would essentially set the rules of the road
for the relationship. No joint statement is expected of the meeting. “I am
committed to keeping the lines of communications open between you
and me personally and our governmenst across the board, because our
two countries have so much that we have an opportunity to deal with,”
Biden said in opening remarks before the meetings as the two
leaders sat at separate tables. The US President stressed the
need for the two countries to “manage our differences, prevent
competition from becoming anything ever near conflict, and to
find ways to work together on urgent global issues that require
our mutual cooperation”. President Xi called for the “need to
chart the right course for the China-US relationship” and said the
two countries “need to find the right direction for the bilateral
relationship going forward and elevate the relationship”.

PERMANENT INDIAN RESIDENTS CAN
NOW BE PART OF CANADIAN MILITARY
The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) has announced that permanent
residents, which includes a large chunk of Indians, are now
eligible to join the military. The announcement came close to
Remembrance Day, amidst reports that the Canadian military is
struggling to recruit new members to fill thousands of vacant
positions. As of 2021, there were more than eight million
immigrants with permanent residence living in Canada – roughly
21.5 per cent of the total Canadian population. In the same year,
nearly 100,000 Indians became permanent residents of Canada
as the country admitted a record 405,000 new immigrants in its
history. As per data, Canada is likely to welcome more than a
million new permanent residents between 2022 and 2024, which
drastically widens the pool of candidates the military can choose
from. Permanent residents were previously only eligible under
the Skilled Military Foreign Applicant (SMFA) entry programme,
which was “open for individuals… that would reduce training
costs or fill a special need… such as a trained pilot or a doctor,”
according to the Royal United Services Institute of Nova Scotia,
a non-profit body. The Department of National Defence (DND) is
expected to make a formal announcement in the coming days
regarding the change to the policy, the CIC News reported.
In March, Canadian Defence Minister Anita Anand said that the
CAF needs to grow amid the changing global geopolitical
landscape triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
In September, the CAF sounded the alarm over a severe shortage
of recruits to fill thousands of vacant positions
The Toronto Star reported that Canada is about 12,000 regular
force troops short of it’s “full strength” of 100,000 regular force
members. Women make up 16.3 per cent of the Canadian military
demographic; Indigenous peoples come in at 2.7 per cent; and
visible minorities make up less than 12 per cent of the Canadian
military. Three-quarters of its ranks are white men.

ACHEV LAUNCHES DEDICATED SERVICES FOR WOMEN; WILL ADDRESS
UNIQUE BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT AND SETTLEMENT FACED BY WOMEN

Achev, one of the largest providers of employment, newcomer, language,
and youth services in the Greater Toronto Area, is launching a new service
offering dedicated to women who face unique barriers in securing
employment, settling in a new community, and building the networks
they need to thrive.  Achev is committed to increasing its support to this
integral segment of our society.
“We support women across the continuum of their lives, from first jobs
and settlement to skills development and charting career paths,” said Achev
CEO Tonie Chaltas. “Achev’s dedicated Women’s Pillar will allow us to provide
more targeted support to the more than 50,000 women and girls who access our
employment, language, and newcomer services each year.”
Canadian businesses must diversify their workforce to remain competitive
and meet 21st-century labour demands. But women, par ticularly
newcomer and racialized women, face barriers to full-time, meaningful
employment. It takes immigrant and racialized women longer to integrate

into the labour market than men. They also earn less median income in
a year compared to Canadian-born and non-racialized women.
“We are increasing our work with employers to build pathways to
employment and help set women up for success in the workplace,”
explained Ms Chaltas. “Broadening and extending women’s workforce
participation, particularly for newcomer and racialized women, is critical
to addressing our current and future labour shortages.”
“I know firsthand some of the challenges that women in the workplace
face especially if they are a newcomer or a woman of colour,” said
Jessica Luh Kim, a consultant at Seasons Retirement Communities.
“Seasons Retirement Communities is proud of the work we do with
Achev to empower women in the workplace.”
Achev is actively seeking opportunities to expand our women’s program
offering and to collaborate with employers and partner organizations.
Learn more about Achev’s women’s services at Achev.ca/women

QUESTIONING ITS LEGALITY, INDIA ABSTAINS ON UKRAINE REPARATIONS RESOLUTION
Questioning its legality, India has abstained on a UN General Assembly
resolution setting up a mechanism for Russian reparations to Ukraine
for war damages. “The legal validity of such a process by a General
Assembly Resolution remains unclear,” India’s Permanent
Representative Ruchira Kamboj said on Monday after abstaining on
the vote.
“We must, therefore, not create mechanisms or set precedents without
adequate international legal vetting that have implications for the future
functioning of the United Nations and the international economic
system,” she said. Kamboj’s speech also included a criticism of
Russia, but without naming it: “The global order that we all subscribe
to, is based on international law, the UN Charter and respect for the
territorial integrity and sovereignty of all States. These principles must
be upheld, without exception.” The resolution passed with 94 votes,
with 14 votes against and 73 abstentions. It said that Russia “must
bear the legal consequences” of its invasion and called for setting up
an international registry on the damages caused by Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine and for creating a mechanism for reparation.
The support for the resolution was significantly lower than the 143
votes an Assembly resolution received in October condemning
Russia’s annexation of Ukrainian territories.
This was because several countries expressed reservations similar
to India’s on legal grounds.
The Caricom group of 15 Caribbean countries, for example abstained
on this resolution but had voted for the last one in the Assembly, as
had others like Saudi Arabia.
The voting also reflected a deepening polarisation in the 193-member
UN on Ukraine once the topic of reparations was introduced.
Bahamas Permanent Representative Stan Smith, who spoke on behalf of the
Caricom, said that colonisers and exploiters also have “moral and legal
responsibility for past actions” like colonialism and slavery.
Some nations like Sierra Leone said that the resolution reeked of
double standards because countries proposing reparations for Ukraine
had opposed reparations for colonialism and slavery.
Kamboj said that it was “unfor tunate that as the trajectory of the
Ukrainian conflict unfolds, the entire global South has suffered a
substantial collateral damage”. The zooming prices of petroleum and
fertilisers and the shortage of food grains have hit developing countries

GEN AZHAR ABBAS EMERGING AS DARK HORSE FOR PAKISTAN ARMY CHIEF

Indian-Origin Sikh, Amar Singh, Wins 2023 New South Wales Australian Of The Year Award

the hardest. “It is thus critical that the voice of the global south be
heard, and their legitimate concerns be duly addressed,” she said.
Kamboj said that with a “people-centric” outlook, India was providing
humanitarian assistance to Ukraine and economic assistance to
neighbours reeling from the escalating costs of food and fertilisers.
Any steps that would hinder dialogue to end the war should be avoided,
she said.
“We need to objectively consider whether a reparation process through
a vote in the General Assembly would contribute to efforts at a resolution
of the conflict,” she added.
The UN Security Council, which under the UN Charter has the teeth to
act, has been crippled by permanent member Russia’s veto, propelling
the Western countries to take up Ukrainian matters in the Assembly,
which does not have enforcement powers but can make a moral point.
US Deputy Permanent Representative Richard Mills called the
resolution “a critical step toward accountability”. “It highlights the
impor tance of gathering evidence to suppor t eventual claims for
compensation from Russia on a non-criminal track for the injuries, the
deaths, and the extensive damage to public and private property caused
by Russia’s internationally wrongful acts in Ukraine,” he said. Russia’s
Permanent Vasily Nebenzia accused the western countries of wanting
to use the resolution as a pretext to seize Moscow’s frozen assets.

There is a deadlock over the question of the all-important appointment
of the new army chief in Pakistan.
Entrenched preferences on either side mean that the government must
go back to the drawing board and adjust its view, especially if it cannot
reconcile with the army on the institution’s choice, Dawn reported.
Sources say that though the eligible officers are all equally qualified,
the fact that some are perceived as being in a cer tain camp has
greatly complicated the matters. Lt Gen Asim Munir, for instance, is
perceived to be PML-N supremo Nawaz Sharif’s favourite, though one
senior party member insists “he may have no love for the Sharifs”.
“There is an impression that one candidate is ‘his man’ or ‘their man’,
and this has created an unnecessary controversy,” the source said.
The institution is perceived to be leaning towards Lt Gen Sahir

Shamshad Mirza, Commander 10 Corps,
and though said to be an excellent
candidate with impressive credentials,
he is perceived as being sympathetic to
former Prime Minister Imran Khan. The
army, however, does not want anyone
who is politically aligned, Dawn reported.
“Gen Sahir has served in all the dream
positions an army officer can have, and may be an excellent choice,
but the perception, again, is making it all very murky.” As far as labels
go, Lt Gen Nauman Mehmood is believed to be “too rigid”, and Lt Gen
Mohammad Amir perceived as “partial to the PPP”, a perception that,
sources said, may rule them out.

Indian-origin Sikh Amar Singh has been honoured with the New South
Wales Australian of the Year award for supporting the community
impacted by floods, bushfires, drought and the Covid-19 pandemic.
Singh, 41, is the founder and President of ‘Turbans 4 Australia’ — a
charity organisation that assists people facing financial hardship, food
insecurity, homelessness and those impacted by natural calamities.
“Our President and Founder was named NSW Local Hero this week!
We are beyond proud of you Amar,” Turbans 4 Australia tweeted last
week. Singh, who was awarded in the Local Hero category, founded
the charity in 2015 after experiencing racial slurs and insults because
of his Sikh turban and beard, a New South Wales (NSW) government
release stated.

“A co-worker once told me I looked like
a terrorist. While simply going about
my daily life, strangers on the street
have asked me if I’m carrying a bomb,
or what I’m hiding under my turban,”
Singh, a strong advocate of
multiculturalism and inter failth
dialogue, said.
“I wanted Australians to see Sikhs as people they could trust and turn
to in times of need,” he added.
Singh, who moved to Australia as a teenager, said that he has been
very passionate about community service from a younger age.

CANADA ANNOUNCES UNLIMITED
WEEKLY FLIGHT DEAL WITH INDIA

The Minister of Transpor t, the Honourable
Omar Alghabra, announced the recent
conclusion of an expanded air transpor t
agreement between Canada and India. The
expanded agreement allows designated
airlines to operate an unlimited number of
flights between the two countries. The
previous agreement limited each country to
35 flights per week. “The expanded air transpor t agreement
between Canada and India is a positive development for air
transpor t relations between our countries. We are pleased to
expand this relationship with additional flexibility for airlines to
serve this growing market. By making the movement of goods
and people faster and easier, this expanded agreement will continue
to facilitate trade and investment between Canada and India and
help our businesses grow and succeed,” Minister Alghabra said.
This significant move will allow airlines of Canada and India to
better respond to the needs of the Canada-India air transport market.
Going forward, officials of both countries will remain in contact to
discuss further expansion of the agreement.
The new rights under the expanded agreement are available for
use by airlines immediately.
Mary Ng, Canada’s Minister of International Trade, Expor t
Promotion, Small Business and Economic Development, said,
“The Canada-India economic relationship is built on deep-rooted
people to people ties. With this expanded air transport agreement,
we are facilitating even more exchanges of professionals, students,
business people, and investors. As we strengthen our trade and
investment relationship with India, we will continue building
bridges like this that enable our entrepreneurs, workers, and
businesses to access new opportunities.”
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How India and Russia are benefitting
from Western sanctions against Moscow

SERGEI STROKAN

DISCLAIMER: SERGEI STROKAN IS A VETERAN JOURNALIST, WRITER
AND COLUMNIST OF THE KOMMERSANT PUBLISHING HOUSE BASED
IN MOSCOW. THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED WITHIN THIS ARTICLE ARE
THE PERSONAL IDEAS OF THE AUTHOR. THE FACTS AND
CONCLUSIONS APPEARING IN THE ARTICLE DO NOT REFLECT THE
VIEWS OF Y MEDIA AND MIDWEEK NEWSPAPER, AND Y MEDIA DOES
NOT ASSUME ANY RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR THE SAME.

RUSSIA AND INDIA STAND FOR THE ACTIVE FORMATION OF A MORE JUST AND EQUAL POLYCENTRIC
WORLD ORDER, AND ALSO PROCEED FROM THE INADMISSIBILITY OF THE PROMOTION OF IMPERIALIST
DICTATE IN THE GLOBAL ARENA," THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT ADDED, CALLING THE SITUATION AROUND
UKRAINE ONE OF THE TOPICS OF NEGOTIATIONS.
THE VISIT OF THE INDIAN FOREIGN MINISTER WAS THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGH-LEVEL
PERSONAL CONTACTS TO DISCUSS THE STATE OF BILATERAL STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP, WHICH IS
BEING TESTED BY THE MULTIPLYING SECURITY CRISES AND DESTABILIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS AFTER THE START OF THE MILITARY OPERATION IN UKRAINE.
THE ONLY MEMBER OF THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT WHO VISITED RUSSIA BEFORE THE INDIAN FOREIGN
MINISTER THIS YEAR WAS HEALTH MINISTER MANSUKH MANDAVIA, WHO TOOK PART IN THE ST.
PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC FORUM (SPIEF) IN JUNE. IT IS NOW EVIDENT THAT RUSSIA-
INDIA TIES HAVE BEEN RE-ENERGISED, MARKED BY THE FACT THAT THE ANNUAL TRADE TURNOVER
BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES IS NOW MOVING TOWARDS $ 30 BILLION.

“

Indian Foreign Minister Subramanyam Jaishankar paid a two-day
official visit to Moscow, which became the first high-level bilateral
contact after the start of the Russian military operation in Ukraine.
There is a view here that sanctions war unleashed by the West against
Russia in the wake of the Ukraine conflict has, notwithstanding the
risks, opened new opportunities for collaboration between Moscow
and New Delhi. India, which will become the chairman of the G20 in
December, has sent clear signals to Moscow about the need to
achieve peace in Ukraine and join forces in building a multipolar world,
actualized by Russia's turn to the East.
The programme of Subramanyam Jaishankar's visit to Moscow was
very intensive and included talks with Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov and Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Industry and
Trade Denis Manturov, who also holds the post of co-chairman of the
intergovernmental commission on trade, economic, scientific,
technical and cultural cooperation.
"The heads of the foreign ministries of Russia and India will discuss
ways to further promote cooperation in key areas, as well as "check
the clock" on the schedule of upcoming contacts. The main thematic
blocks are trade and investment, transport and logistics cooperation,
the use of national currencies in mutual settlements, promising
projects in the energy sector, especially on the Arctic shelf and the
Russian Far East," the Russian Foreign Ministry said.
"Russia and India stand for the active formation of a more just and
equal polycentric world order, and also proceed from the
inadmissibility of the promotion of imperialist dictate in the global
arena," the official statement added, calling the situation around
Ukraine one of the topics of negotiations.
The visit of the Indian Foreign Minister was the first opportunity for
high-level personal contacts to discuss the state of bilateral strategic
partnership, which is being tested by the multiplying security crises
and destabilization of international relations after the start of the
military operation in Ukraine.
The only member of the Indian government who visited Russia before
the Indian Foreign Minister this year was Health Minister Mansukh
Mandavia, who took part in the St. Petersburg International Economic
Forum (SPIEF) in June.
It is now evident that Russia-India ties have been re-energised,
marked by the fact that the annual trade turnover between the two
countries is now moving towards $ 30 billion.
This figure, which previously could only be dreamed of, was
announced in Moscow by Minister Jaishankar.
"We are confident that the goal set by our leaders - to bring the annual trade
turnover to $30 billion - will soon be achieved," Sergey Lavrov confirmed.

On the eve of the arrival of the Indian delegation, it became known that
last month, for the first time, Russia came out on top list among crude
oil suppliers to India. Iraq, which was confidently leading earlier, fell
back to second place, while Saudi Arabia was third.
"Russian oil and gas supplies to India are one of the most important
areas of cooperation in the energy sector. We have a common task. It
is to ensure that this interaction is beneficial for both states. Actions in
this direction are being verified and coordinated through the relevant
departments," said Maria Zakharova, the official representative of the
Russian Foreign Ministry.
It is now clear that western sanctions designed to cut off the roots of
Russian-Indian cooperation have had the opposite effect.
With India exercising real strategic autonomy, the sanctions forced the
parties to discover new opportunities and growth points. "Despite the
pressure of Western countries, we were able to maintain the intensity
of bilateral cooperation and are satisfied with the dynamics of the
political dialogue with India," Russian Deputy Prime Minister Denis
Manturov commented on this phenomenon after talks with the Indian
minister.
As a buildup to further collaboration, Russia intends not only to
increase the export of hydrocarbons to India, but also to produce them
together with it, not only in the Russian Far East, but also on its Arctic
shelf.
In general, the trend in bilateral relations manifested itself even before
the visit of Subramanyam Jaishankar.
While Western companies have rushed out of Russia and many have
already left the country, driven not by entrepreneurial pragmatism, but

herd instinct, Indian companies, on the contrary, are going to Russia.
Indians have to offer a lot at the Russian market: pharmaceutical
products, IT products, raw materials for the production of medicines,
shoes, clothing, food, consumer goods, cars and much more.
Another important detail is that Indian business has extensive
experience in circumventing Western sanctions, acquired in working
with Iran. And in general, it has the ability to survive in extreme
conditions, where another business simply would not have survived.
Therefore, even under the conditions of sanctions, Russian-Indian trade
is moving up, not down.
"We are not limited by the profit maximisation paradigm, which is
characteristic of wild capitalism. It is important for us to preserve the
spirit of Russian-Indian friendship, expressed in the formula of a
particularly privileged strategic partnership. We firmly believe that
neither side will allow the infringement of the interests of the other
country," Maria Zakharova notes the unique feature of bilateral
relations.
So, all in all, it is impossible to divide Moscow and Delhi, no matter
how hard Washington tries.
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CANADA'S IMMIGRATION BACKLOG
DROPS TO 2.4 MN PEOPLE

CANADA ARRESTS PUBLIC UTILITY WORKER FOR 'SPYING FOR CHINA'
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) have arrested a public
utility worker for "spying for China", the media reported.
According to the RCMP, this is the first time in Canada that someone has
been charged with obtaining trade secrets, an offence under section 19 of
the Security of Information Act.
In a statement, the police force said that Yuesheng Wang, employed at
the Montreal-based Hydro-Quebec public utility corporation, was arrested
on Monday and charged with espionage, the BBC reported.
The 35-year-old "obtained trade secrets to benefit the People's Republic
of China, to the detriment of Canada's economic interests", the RCMP
statement added.
He is due to appear at a court in Longueuil, Quebec, on Tuesday to face
four criminal charges -- obtaining trade secrets, unauthorized use of a
computer, fraud for obtaining trade secrets, and breach of trust by a
public officer, CTV reported.
"Foreign actor interference is a priority for many law enforcement and
intelligence agencies around the world. Hydro-Quebec is considered a
critical infrastructure and a strategic interest to be protected," the RCMP

added. According to the police, Wang is accused of obtaining trade secrets,
unauthorised use of a computer, breach of trust by a public officer and
fraud for obtaining trade secrets.
The crimes allegedly occurred between February 2018 and October 2022.
Hydro-Quebec confirmed the accused had been an employee since 2016
and worked as a researcher on battery materials with the company's
Center of Excellence in Transportation Electrification and Energy Storage
(CETEES) in the off-island Montreal suburb of Varennes.
Hydro Quebec spokesperson Caroline Des Rosiers told CTV that Wang's
access to the company's systems was "completely cut off as soon as we
got wind of the first allegations".
The RCMP said it started to investigate Wang last August this year.
"This investigation is of great impor tance for us and sends a clear
message," CTV quoted RCMP Inspector David Beaudoin at a news
conference on Monday. "It demonstrates our commitment and that of our
partners to work with at-risk sectors." Beaudoin declined to say whether
Wang was paid by China for his alleged actions and did not confirm
whether he is a Canadian citizen.

Canada's immigration backlog has come down to just over 2.4
million from 2.6 last month, new data by Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) said.
The data showed a large reduction in the backlog of temporary
residence applications while the permanent residence backlog
registered a slight increase.
The permanent residence inventory stood at 506,421 people as of
November 3, compared to 505,562 as of October 3, and the the
temporary residence inventory stood at 1,537,566 people in
November, compared to 1,651,649 persons last month, the CIC
News reported. The visa processing backlog has grown since the
beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic. According to the recent
immigration plan, Canada has set a target of welcoming over
400,000 new immigrants each year, between 2022-2024.
As of November 3, there are 39,589 Express Entry applications
waiting in the queue. Express Entry is Canada's main way of
managing skilled worker applications.
The second main way is through the Provincial Nominee
Programme (PNP) -- which has an inventory of 62,073 total
applications -- followed by Quebec's skilled worker programmes.
According to the IRCC, there were 2.6 million applications in IRCC's inventory
on September 30, out of which 1.1 million were within service standards
and 1.5 million were considered backlog. This means that over the past
month, IRCC has made some progress towards reducing the backlog.
Acknowledging the backlog, IRCC has said that it is taking steps to improve
the speed at which applications are processed.It aims to have a less than
50 per cent backlog across all lines of business by the end of March 2023,
CIC News reported. In June, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau created a
taskforce to evaluate the current backlog in services and make suggestions
on short-term and long-term improvements. IRCC started the transition
towards 100 per cent digital applications for most permanent resident
programmes on September 23, with accommodations made for those
who are unable to apply online to clear the backlog on time. It also aims to
make all citizenship applications digital by the end of this year, apart from
investing $85 million to hire 1,250 new staff by the end of the year to
increase processing capacity.

CANADA'S INDIGENOUS PEOPLE MORE LIKELY
TO EXPERIENCE POVERTY: STATISTICS
The pover ty rate among Indigenous people in Canada declined
from 2015 to 2020 but they are more likely to experience poverty,
according to official statistics.
Statistics Canada said on Wednesday that according to the 2021
Census of Population, the pover ty rate for Indigenous people,
excluding First Nations people living on reserve, fell from 23.8 per
cent in 2015 to 11.8 per cent in 2020, reports Xinhua news agency.
Mirroring the overall poverty trend in Canada during this period,
the decrease was mostly driven by increased government
transfers and temporary pandemic-related benefits.
As a result, the poverty gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people from 2015 to 2020 varied little, the national statistical agency
said. According to the census data, the poverty rate in Canada
decreased from 14.5 per cent in 2015 to 8.1 per cent in 2020.
The Covid-19 pandemic and the confirmation of unmarked graves
at former residential school sites have brought renewed attention
to the long-standing and ongoing socioeconomic inequities between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.

ONTARIO TO CUT GAS & FUEL TAXES TILL DECEMBER 31, 2023: PREMIER FORD
As par t of its plan to help keep costs down for Ontario families and
businesses, the government’s 2022 Fall Economic Statement will propose
legislation that would, if passed, extend the current gas and fuel tax rate
cuts to December 31, 2023.
“At a time when inflation has reached the highest levels in over four
decades, we know families are feeling the pressure from rising prices on
everything from gas to groceries,” said Premier Doug Ford. “To continue
providing real relief, our government is proposing to extend the gas tax
cut for another year to put more money back in peoples’ pockets where it
belongs.” The proposed extension of the gas and fuel tax rate cuts for an
additional year would save Ontario households $195 on average between
July 1, 2022, and December 31, 2023. This extension follows legislation
passed this spring that cut the gas tax by 5.7 cents per litre and the fuel tax
by 5.3 cents per litre for six months, from July 1, 2022 to December 31,
2022. “By proposing to extend the gas and fuel tax rate cuts our government
is helping Ontario families keep more money in their pockets during this
time of economic uncertainty,” said Minister Bethlenfalvy. “Ontario, like
the rest of the world, will continue to face economic challenges in the

year ahead. This is why our government’s Fall Economic Statement will
take a responsible approach to advance our plan to build while also being
ready for any challenge that may come our way.”
The proposed extension to the gas and fuel tax rate cuts builds on the
government’s other measures to help keep costs down for families and
businesses, including: Cutting costs for millions of Ontario vehicle owners
by refunding licence plate sticker renewal fees paid since March 2020,
and eliminating licence plate renewal fees and plate stickers on a go-
forward basis, saving vehicle owners $120 a year in southern Ontario
and $60 a year in Northern Ontario for passenger and light commercial
vehicles.
Permanently removing tolls on Highways 412 and 418.
Enhancing the Low-income Individuals and Families Tax (LIFT) Credit to
provide claimants of the credit up to $875 in tax relief, as of 2022.
Providing additional tax relief for workers, families and seniors through
the Seniors’ Home Safety Tax Credit, the Ontario Jobs Training Tax Credit,
the Ontario Childcare Access and Relief from Expenses (CARE) tax credit,
and the new Ontario Seniors Care at Home Tax Credit.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
PM Trudeau interrupted the Chinese leader, telling him that while they have disagreements, they should work together.
"We believe in free and open and frank dialogue, and that is what we will continue to have. We will continue to look to work constructively
together, but there will be things we will disagree on, and we will have to..." Trudeau said before Xi
interrupted.
"Let's create the conditions first," Xi said, extending his hand to Trudeau before the pair shook and
parted ways. At his closing press conference, PM Trudeau responded to the incident, saying that his
government trusts its citizens want to be apprised of the work that he is doing on their behalf.
"I won't shy away from being open with Canadians, even as we discuss important and sometimes
delicate subjects," Trudeau said.
"Getting the balance right between being open about disagreements and issues we raised, while
being able to work constructively at the same time, is something that people have to understand
is what Canadians will always do," he added.

CHINESE PRESIDENT XI JINPING BLAMES PM TRUDEAU AT G20 FOR
'LEAKING' THEIR DISCUSSIONS TO MEDIA
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SICKKIDS TO REDUCE SURGERIES TO
PRESERVE CRITICAL CARE CAPACITY

Star ting November 14, surgical care will focus on emergency,
urgent and the most time-sensitive cases.
While we continue to be nimble and provide our exceptional standard
of care, The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) unfor tunately
has no choice but to reduce surgical activity for the time being to
preserve our critical care capacity. This will enable us to prioritize
urgent, emergency and most time-sensitive surgeries.  Endoscopy
services and image-guided therapy will also prioritize urgent and inpatient
cases. Our administrative teams will be contacting families whose
scheduled procedures will be affected.
Our ICU census has been above 127 per cent capacity for several days and
we have increased the number of patients with higher acuity outside of the
ICU on our units. Well over half of the patients in the ICU, which includes our
cardiac ICU patients, are currently on a ventilator.
In addition, while we are working very hard and collaboratively with all our
community partners, it appears that they have also reached their maximum
capacity and we now find ourselves suppor ting our colleagues
virtually to care for paediatric patients who would otherwise receive
care at SickKids.  “This decision was not taken lightly. The reduction
in surgical activity will allow us to support areas of the hospital
that need help managing increasing patient volumes and acuity,
including the critical care units, paediatric medicine and Emergency
Department,” says Dr. Ronald Cohn, President and CEO, SickKids.
“I would like to express my deep gratitude to everyone at SickKids
who is going above and beyond, doing the best they can, for patients
and families, and for each other, during this difficult time.”

SANTA CLAUS PARADE RETURNS TO DOWNTOWN BURLINGTON DEC. 4, FROM 2-4 P.M
The Santa Claus parade is returning to beautiful downtown Burlington
Dec. 4, from 2-4 p.m.
The parade will feature floats, community groups, costumed characters,
the Burlington Teen Tour Band, Junior Redcoats and other marching
bands. As always, Santa will be the grand finale of the parade.
The parade will start at 2 p.m. at the corner of Guelph Line and Prospect
Street and makes its way downtown along New Street. The parade then
travels north on Brant Street and finishes at Caroline Street.
Roads of the parade route will be closed Dec. 4, at 1 p.m. and will re-
open shortly after the final float has moved through and a clean-up has
been completed. Children are encouraged to bring letters for Santa,
which will be collected by letter carriers from Canada Post along the
parade route. Spectators may bring non-perishable food donations, which will be accepted by the Burlington Teen Tour Band boosters for local
food banks. The Burlington Oldtimers Hockey Club will be collecting donations of loonies, toonies and $2 tap to help support the operation costs
of the parade. Many local businesses have contributed flatbed trucks, float entries and sponsorship funding to this year’s parade. For a
complete list of sponsors, visit burlington.ca/parade. This year’s star supporters are Attridge Transportation, BUNZL and JKM Towing.
Any individuals or groups also interested in volunteering with the parade can email volunteer@burlington.ca, call 905-335-7777, ext.7978 or
visit burlington.ca/volunteer. Denise Beard, Manager of Community Development said, “I think we’re just as excited as the kids to have our
traditional Santa Claus Parade back. The Holiday Magic Trail was awesome and well received but the Santa Claus Parade really kicks off the
holiday season. Downtown area will be decorated and ready for the festive spirit.”

$1.4 MILLION IN VEHICLES RECOVERED, 116 CHARGES LAID AFTER
CARJACKING NETWORK DISMANTLED IN OPERATION GTA

Operation GTA, a joint-forces operation focused on identifying and targeting the
criminal networks responsible for funding and fueling the increase in violent
carjackings across the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
Multiple jurisdictions across the GTA have seen a marked increase in carjackings
during and post the COVID-19 pandemic.  These often-violent crimes of opportunity,
many involving armed suspects, continue to cause havoc in our communities and
pose serious risk to public safety. Many of the carjacked vehicles once stolen are
often used to commit other violent crimes such as retail robberies and other
carjackings.
Operation GTA was initiated in June 2022. Multiple arrests and search warrants
were executed on October 11 and 12, 2022, resulting in 16 people charged with 116
offences. A crime prevention and social media campaign was also integrated as
part of the task force strategy, where investigators connected with large segments
of the population and reached more than one million followers.
Investigators recovered 19 stolen vehicles worth approximately $1.4 million and
identified an additional 50 re-vinned vehicles worth over $5 million. These re-
vinned vehicles are stolen and have had their Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN)
altered. Investigators believe that some of these vehicles have been resold to
unsuspecting buyers.
This multijurisdictional task force was led by York Regional Police and partner
agencies included the Toronto Police Service, the Durham Regional Police Service,
the Halton Regional Police Service, Peel Regional Police and the Ontario Provincial
Police, with funding provided by the Criminal Intelligence Service Ontario. The
funding suppor ted investigative resources to co-ordinate investigations across
jurisdictional boundaries.
To view a video highlighting the operation click here: https://youtu.be/HDxeLdOpnhk
Anyone with information about York Region occurrences is asked to contact the
York Regional Police Hold-Up Unit at 1-866-876-5423, ext. 6631, or call Crime Stoppers
at 1-800-222-tips, leave an anonymous tip online at www.1800222tips.com.

Y MEDIA’S TEAM CORRESPONDENT IMRAN MAHMOOD WITH
TORONTO MAYOR JOHN TORY.
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INDIAN-AMERICAN NABEELA SYED
MAKES HISTORY IN US MIDTERM POLLS

Nabeela Syed is 23-years-old and member-elect of the Illinois
state general. When sworn in, Syed will be its youngest member yet. “My
name is Nabeela Syed. I’m a 23-year-old Muslim, Indian-American
woman,” she announced in a tweet on Wednesday.
“We just flipped a Republican-held suburban district.” She added: “And in
January, I’ll be the youngest member of the Illinois General Assembly.” And
as it invariably happens with these path-breakers, she has notched a few
more firsts along the way: first Indian-American elected to the
Illinois state House — man or woman of any faith — and along with
Palestinian-American Abdel Nasser Rashid, the first Muslim elected to the
state legislature. Syed wears a hijab, and some publications noted it.
Kesha Ram, who is now serving in the Vermont state Senate, probably
holds the record for being the youngest Indian-American ever elected to a
state legislature. She was only 21 when she was elected to the state’s
legislative body. She ran unsuccessfully for Lt. Governor in 2016.
She belongs to the family of Sir Ganga Ram, the builder of modern
Lahore who has a Delhi hospital named after him. Syed was born in
Illinois, but not much else could be ascertained about her family, other than
that her parents, or one of them at least came from India. Syed’s campaign
website says she graduated from the University of California, Berkeley,
with a degree in political science and business administration,
where she served as the President of a pro-bono consulting
organisation assisting local businesses and non-profits.

JASMEET KAUR BAINS MAKES
HISTORY, BECOMES FIRST INDIAN-

ORIGIN SIKH WOMAN TO BE ELECTED
TO CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY

Jasmeet Kaur Bains, a family physician from Bakersfield, made
history by becoming the first Indian-origin Sikh woman to be elected
to the California Assembly.
In a Democrat vs Democrat race for the 35th Assembly District in
Kern County, Bains took an early lead over her opponent Leticia
Perez. According to the Kern County Election Results website,
Bains led the race on Wednesday with 10,827 votes, or 58.9 per
cent — while Perez trailed significantly with 7,555 votes, or 41.1
per cent. Bains is a medical director at Bakersfield Recovery
Services, a non-profit that treats adults suffering from addiction.
In her campaign pitch, she said she would prioritise healthcare,
homelessness, water infrastructure and air quality.
Bains watched election returns with nearly 100 family members,
friends and suppor ters at Tony’s Firehouse Grill and Pizza, a
restaurant in the northern Kern County city of Delano, where she
grew up. “It’s an exciting night… I’m encouraged by the early
returns and couldn’t be more grateful for the support we’ve received
across Kern County,” she wrote in a text message to the Bakersfield
Californian. “I love being a doctor,” Bains said, explaining why the
decision to enter the Assembly contest was not an easy decision.
“If I want to be the physician that I always dreamed of being, I need
to make sure that we have the correct legislation in place,” she
told Bakesfield Californian. The 35th Assembly district stretches
from Arvin to Delano and includes much of East Bakersfield.
The daughter of immigrant parents from India, Bains watched her
father build a business, starting as an auto mechanic and ultimately
owning successful car dealerships. After college, Jasmeet worked
with her father before pursuing her career in medicine.
When the pandemic hit, Bains was on the frontlines, establishing
field hospital sites to treat Covid patients. She has also spearheaded
landmark mental health and addiction treatment programmes. She
was awarded the 2019 Hero of Family Medicine by the California
Academy of Family Physicians, and the 2021 Beautiful Bakersfield
Award from the Greater Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce.

PEEL POLICE CHIEF NISHAN DURAIAPPAH
APPOINTED TO THE ORDER OF ONTARIO

PEEL POLICE SEEKING PUBLIC’S
ASSISTANCE FOR SHOOTING INCIDENT

IN BRAMPTON
Investigators from the 21 Division Criminal Investigation Bureau
request the public’s assistance for a shooting incident in the City of
Brampton. On Saturday, November 12, 2022, at approximately 3:40
p.m., police received a call for a shooting near Bellchase Trail and
Highway 50 in Brampton. Police arrived and located a man in his
30s lying on the roadway of a residential street suffering from what
appeared to be gunshot wounds. The victim was transported to a
trauma centre with serious injuries and is currently in stable and
non-life-threatening condition.
A vehicle was seen fleeing the area with an unknown number
of occupants.  Investigators believe that this was a targeted
incident.
There have been no arrests, and investigators are asking anyone
with information on this investigation to contact 21 Division Criminal
Investigation Bureau officers at 905-453-2121 extension 2133.
Anyone with video survei l lance, dashcam or digital video
footage is encouraged to visit our evidence submission page.
Information may also be left anonymously by calling Peel Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS (8477).

CONSULATE GENERAL OF INDIA, TORONTO ISSUES LIFE CERTIFICATES FOR PENSION
AND NON PENSION PURPOSES
Documents required to be submitted:
Duly filled in application form – To be submitted in duplicate.
Copy of the first and last page of valid Indian passport or copy of first page of valid Canadian passport, as applicable.
How to apply for Life Certificate:
Applicants living in Ontario: You are required to come in person to the Consulate (365 Bloor St E #700, Toronto, ON M4W 3L4). Any application
received by post will not be entertained. In case some one can not come to the Consulate due to medical reasons, any family member can
come to the consulate , with forms and a medical report clarifying inability of the applicant to come in person.
Other applicants living in the Consular jurisdiction of this Consulate: You may send the application by post. If the forms are not provided in
duplicate, they will not be processed. The form should carry a  phone number on which video call can be made.
FEE:
Life Certificate for Pensionary purposes  : No fee
Life Certificate for other purposes            : C $ 28
Fee can be paid by bank draft/money order in favour of “Consulate General of India, Toronto” or by a Debit Card.
Please note cash, personal cheques, credit cards are not accepted.
Note: Consulate will not issue any other certificate, namely, re-employment or re-marriage, as these are paid services and should be applied
for separately at the Consulate, if needed by the applicant.

Burlington City Council has approved a program which allows for the
permanent provision of free menstrual products in Burlington’s public
washrooms. A pilot of the program began in March 2022.
Free menstrual products are available in 92 public washrooms
throughout 20 City recreational facilities, including City Hall. Products
are provided in all men’s, women’s and universal change rooms and
washrooms.
Through extensive research, data collection and in collaboration with
the Pink Project Burlington, local institutions, municipalities and
school boards in Ontario, offering free menstrual hygiene products in
public washrooms is now considered as essential to the community
as offering toilet paper, soap and paper towels. Providing menstrual
hygiene products in each of the public washrooms in the facility also provides a more inclusive approach to support the needs of transgender
and non-binary individuals.
Victor Ljuljdjuraj, Manager of Facility Operations said, “the approval of a permanent program to provide menstrual products is a positive step
towards equality in Burlington. In the same way we do not expect people to pay for toilet paper or soap in our restrooms, providing these
products eliminates a barrier, is inclusive and welcoming.”

CITY COUNCIL APPROVES PERMANENT PROGRAM TO PROVIDE FREE MENSTRUAL
PRODUCTS IN BURLINGTON’S PUBLIC WASHROOMS

President and Vice-Chancellor of Dalhousie University takes the helm as
the 18th Principal of McGill University on April 1, 2023.
The Board of Governors of McGill University is pleased to announce the
appointment of Prof. H. Deep Saini as the University’s 18th Principal and
Vice-Chancellor. He will begin his five-year, renewable term on April 1, 2023.
Prof. Saini was chosen by a unanimous vote of the Board of Governors, following
a recommendation of an Advisory Committee formed to lead an extensive,
international search.
Prof Saini grew up in India, where he completed his Master of Science
(Honours) in Botany from Punjab Agricultural University in Ludhiana. He
then moved to Australia to earn a PhD in Plant Physiology from the
University of Adelaide. Currently President and Vice-Chancellor of
Dalhousie University, he also served as President and Vice-Chancellor
of the University of Canberra in Australia.
A trusted and respected leader whose Canadian experience includes
working at four of the top 15 research-intensive universities of the country,
Prof. Saini has a keen understanding of Quebec culture, having lived
close to two decades in Montreal. He is fluent in four languages, including
English and French. He held national and international governance and
advisory roles, including on the Executive Committee of the U15 Group of
Canadian Research Universities, and the Board of Directors of Universities
Canada, where he currently serves as Vice-Chair and will begin his term

BOARD OF GOVERNORS APPOINTS PROFESSOR H. DEEP SAINI
AS MCGILL’S 18TH PRINCIPAL AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

as Chair in 2023. “Prof. Saini brings to McGill an exceptional breadth and
depth of leadership experience, from Dalhousie, several other research-
intensive universities in Canada and abroad,” says Maryse Ber trand,
Chair of McGill’s Board of Governors. “He exemplifies the rare
mix  o f  s t rong academic  leadersh ip with a wide-ranging and
international perspective. He is the perfect choice for McGill as it embarks
on its third century.”
“I am honoured and humbled to have been chosen as McGill’s next
Principal and Vice-Chancellor,” says Prof. Saini. “Already a leader on the
national and international stage, McGill is entering its third century poised
to take its global impact even further. I am looking forward with great
anticipation to returning to Montreal, joining this illustrious community,
and making a bold contribution to the University’s most promising future.”
Prof. Saini’s distinguished career has earned him
several awards and recognitions, including honours from
the Canadian Society of Plant Physiologists, Nanjing
University, the Royal Society of New South Wales, the
Punjab Academy of Sciences, and the Indo-Canada
Chamber of Commerce. He is also the recipient
of the Queen Elizabeth II Platinum and
Diamond Jubilee Medals, in recognition
of his service to education and Canada.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
The Order of Ontario recognizes exceptional leaders from all walks of
life and diverse fields of endeavour whose impact and lasting legacy
have played an important role in building a stronger province, country,
and world.
In 2019 Chief Duraiappah was hired by the Peel Police Services Board
to usher in a new era of policing in Peel and across Canada.
Chief Duraiappah's upbringing in Canada after his parents immigrated
from Sri Lanka, combined with his 34 years of experience as a police
officer and leader on a local, regional, and national level, prepared him
to take on the challenge of implementing an important mandate for
reform and achieving the ambitious strategic goal of making the Peel
Police Service the most progressive and innovative in Canada.
With only three years on the job as Peel Police Chief, he has
implemented sweeping changes that are reimagining policing in this
country, including pioneering a community safety and well-being

strategy and its modernization through innovation and technology.
Chief Duraiappah has not shied away from the goal of eliminating
systemic racism, including anti-Black racism in policing through a
ground-breaking Memorandum of Understanding with the Ontario
Human Rights Commission with the goal of promoting transparency
and improving racialized communities' trust in policing.
Under his watch, Peel Region has once again ranked amongst the
safest communities in Canada, according to Stats Canada 2021 Police-
Reported Crime Statistics in Canada.
Chief Duraiappah is Canada's most senior South Asian police officer,
as well as the current President of the Ontario Association of Chiefs of
Police. He has received the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal
and is an Officer of the Order of Merit Canada.
The Peel Police Services Board is proud of Chief Duraiappah's
accomplishments and the positive impact his leadership has had on
policing in Canada.
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PM MODI INTERACTS WITH WORLD

LEADERS AT BALI G20 SUMMIT
CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
"PM @narendramodi and @POTUS @JoeBiden interact during the
@g20org Summit in Bali," said a tweet by the PMO while it also shared
a picture their meeting.
"Prime Ministers @narendramodi and @RishiSunak in conversation
during the first day of the @g20org Summit in Bali," the PMO said in
another tweet along with a photo of the two leaders.
Tweeting a photograph of Modi with Macron, the PMO said: "Brief
discussion at the star t of the @g20org Summit with President

@EmmanuelMacron."
"Multilateral summits present wonderful oppor tunities for leaders to
exchange views on diverse issues. Prime Ministers @narendramodi
and Mark Rutte interact during the @g20org Summit in Bali. @MinPres,"
the PMO tweeted while sharing a picture of Modi with Dutch Prime
Minister Mark Rutte. "A fruitful discussion with @WorldBank President,
Mr. @DavidMalpassWBG at the Bali @g20org Summit," the PMO said in
another tweet, while sharing a picture of Modi with World Bank president
David Malpass.

BJP, CONG GEAR UP TO WOO TRIBAL VOTERS IN MP AHEAD OF 2023 ASSEMBLY POLLS
Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has announced
the implementation of the PESA (Panchayats Extension to Scheduled
Areas) Act-1996 with some amended rules in the state "to empower the
people of tribal community".
The Chief Minister made the remarks while addressing a gathering of
tribal community at state sponsored 'JanjatiyaGaravDiwas' event, which
was being observed to mark bir th anniversary of tribal freedom fighter
Birsa Munda on Tuesday.
The main rationale behind the act is to "preserve the tribal population
from exploitation with an active involvement of the Gram Sabha".
Chouhan claimed that his government has introduced several tribal specific
schemes in the state and the implementation of PESA Act "today is the
pride day for all of us".
Introducing the act at a time when just almost a year left for the state
assembly elections, the ruling BJP will be eyeing tribal votes that account
for 21.1 per cent in the state
Chouhan said, "PESA Act is not against anyone, we are introducing it
considering social harmony." It was the second edition of the mega event
- 'Janjatiya Gaurav Diwas' organised by the BJP government, the first one
was organised in 2021, during which Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
announced one-and-a-half dozen tribal centric schemes of both Centre as
well as the state government. As the tribal population has a crucial role to
play in Madhya Pradesh's politics, both the Congress and the BJP take on
each other on tribal issues. The Congress also organised a tribal
programme in Chhindwara, the home district of state Congress president
Kamal Nath. Former Chief Minister Nath, during the Congress' event, did
not forget to mention that the PESA Act was "framed during the Congress
rule in the state". He even questioned the BJP that "why the act was not
implemented when it was framed in 1996". The Congress has been
questioning the timing of implementation of PESA Act and other tribal
centric schemes implemented by Shivraj-led government since last year.
"The BJP has been in power in Madhya Pradesh for the last 17 years, but
did nothing for the tribal community and now when the elections have
arrived, they are making tall claims to use tribals for their political benefits.

In the last assembly elections, tribal and entire people of Madhya Pradesh
have shown them the exit door, this is reason why they are in panic mode
and trying to grab the power by making false promises now," Nath said.
To woo tribal voters in upcoming assembly elections, scheduled to be
held in December 2023, both the parties have geared up since the past
few months. A series of meetings are being organised by both the national
parties at different districts.
Reacting to allegations made by the Congress on tribal issues, state BJP
president and Khajuraho MP V.D. Sharma said, "Congress should explain
why the PESA Act wasn't implemented when it was made in 1996. They
(Congress) did not do it and now when the BJP government is doing for
the betterment of tribals, why are they are having pain in stomach,"
Sharma had said on Monday.
Importantly, the state BJP under the leadership of Chief Minister Chouhan
came with a "master stroke" to organise - 'Janjatiya Gaurav Diwas' in
2021, three years after it could fetch victory on just 16 (out of the 47) seats
reserved for Scheduled Tribes (STs) in the state. The BJP's tally in these
reserved seats was 31 in 2013 and 29 in 2008.
The Congress in 2018 had won 24 ST seats, compared to 18 in 2013 and
10 in 2008. The BJP has intiated the massive tribal outreach programme
strategically in September 2021 during Union Home Minister Amit Shah's
visit in Jabalpur, has announced the establishment of a museum dedicated
to Gond freedom fighter Raghunath Shah and his son Shankar Shah.
Prime Minister Modi and Home Minister Shah visited Bhopal in 2021 to
attend the first edition of 'Janjatiya Gaurav Diwas' and had announced
over one-and-a-half dozen tribal-centric schemes, including delivery of
free food grains at door step in tribal areas.
Now, with the stage set for the next assembly elections, on one hand
Chouhan would be probably seen making all effor ts to prove that his
image as 'mama' still has existence among the people of the state and he
is still the strongest and the most popular BJP leader in the state. While,
on the other, the Congress led by Nath would be seen making all possible
efforts to come back to power in 2023. For that, both the sides are leaving
no stone unturned in wooing the voters from tribal communities.

EVERYONE LIVING IN INDIA IS A
HINDU, SAYS MOHAN BHAGWAT

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) chief Mohan Bhagwat on
Tuesday said that "every person living in India is a Hindu", adding
the DNA of Indians is same.
He also asserted there was no need for anyone to change his
way of offering rituals.
Addressing the gathering of large participants of Swayamsevaks
(Sangh volunteers) in Ambikapur on the occasion of "Janjatiya
Gaurav Diwas" in Chhattisgarh's Surguja district, he reiterated
that unity in diversity is India's age-old feature.
"Hindutva is the only idea in the world that believes in taking
everyone along," Bhagwat said.
"We have been telling since 1925 that everyone living in India is
a Hindu. Those who consider India as their motherland and want
to live with a culture of unity in diversity and make efforts in this
direction, irrespective of whatever religion, culture, language
and food habits and ideology they follow, are Hindus," he added.
He said the ideology of Hindutva recognises diversity and
believes in unity among people.
"The Sangh's work is to build individual and national character
and bring unity among people," the RSS chief said.
Meanwhile, he also emphasised on respecting everyone's faith
and asserted the DNA of all Indians is the same and they had
common ancestors.
"Despite having diversities we all are like... we had common
ancestors. Every Indian who is part of the 40,000-year old 'Akhand
Bharat' has common DNA. Our ancestors had taught that everyone
should stick to their faith and rituals and not try to convert others'
faith. Every path leads to a common place," Bhagwat said.
Appealing to people to visit Sangh's 'sakhas' (congregation of
RSS workers), he said the 97-year-old organisation's aim is to
unite people and make societies influential while walking on the
path of truth.
He also appealed to the people to not look at the Sangh from a
distance as a spectator.
"Instead, make your personality useful for the country and work
for the welfare of the country and the society. Become a
swayamsevak to lead such life," Bhagwat added.
The RSS chief, who was on his second visit to Chhattisgarh
ahead of the 2023 assembly elections, also unveiled the statue
of late former Union Minister Dilip Singh Judeo.

PM MODI SHAKES HANDS,
EXCHANGES PLEASANTRIES WITH

CHINESE PRESIDENT XI IN BALI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday met Chinese President
Xi Jinping and US Secretary of State Antony Blinken at a G20
dinner hosted by Indonesian President Joko Widodo in Indonesia's
Bali. In a video uploaded on social media, both Modi and Xi could
be seen smiling and shaking hands and later the Prime Minister
is also seen interacting with Blinken during the dinner.
The Prime Minister is in Indonesia to attend the G20 summit,
where earlier in the day, he called for creating a new world order
during his address.
On the Ukraine conflict, Modi urged world leaders to ensure
ceasefire and return to diplomacy.
On the sidelines of the summit, the Prime Minister met a gamut
of world leaders including US President Joe Biden, UK Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak and French President Emmanuel Macron.

THREE, INCLUDING TWO JUVENILE, HELD FOR KILLING DERA SACHA SAUDA FOLLOWER IN PUNJAB
The Delhi Police's Special Cell has apprehended, from Punjab's Patiala, three persons, including two juveniles, who were among the six
assailants that shot dead a Dera Sacha Sauda follower and sacrilege case accused, an official said on Friday.
The accused has been identified as Jitender alias Jeetu and two juveniles, all from Haryana.
Pradeep Singh Kataria, 38, an accused in the 2015 Bargari sacrilege case, was shot dead in his shop at Kotkapura in Punjab's Faridkot on
Thursday evening, even while having Punjab Police protection.
The entire incident was captured in a CCTV camera installed nearby. The accused had fired 55 bullets at him.
Later, in a social media post, Canada-based gangster Goldy Brar of the Lawrence Bishnoi syndicate, which carried out the murder of Punjabi
singer Sidhu Moosewala in May, took responsibility for the killing of Kataria.
In the audacious attack, while Kataria had died on the spot, his Punjab Police gunman and another shopkeeper had sustained bullet injuries.
According to Deputy Commissioner of Police, Special Cell, Manishi Chandra, the counter-intelligence unit of Special Cell was on lookout for
Jitender for quite a long time after his name cropped up in the murder of Pramod Bajad on January 27, this year, in Delhi's Alipur area and a
double murder in Haryana's Ambala area.
"When the CCTV footages of Kataria murder went viral over social media, the police team identified one of the assailants as none other than
Jitender. The previous investigations of Special Cell concerning gangster-terrorist networks in Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and
Rajasthan had provided sufficient leads to take a deep dive in the Kataria's killing which had the potential of shattering the peace of Punjab,"
said the DCP.
"We began an intensive and multi-dimensional search which led the team to Bakshiwala, Patiala, Punjab, where the presently apprehended
accused had taken shelter at a hideout arranged by Goldy Brar," said the DCP.
"On initial interrogation, it was revealed that there were a total of six assailants, four from Haryana and two from Punjab and the different
modules were being handled independently by Canada-based Goldy Brar, associate of fugitive Harvinder Singh alias Rinda and jailed gangster
Lawrence Bishnoi," said the official. "Around 55 bullets were fired and around 30 were fired by the apprehended trio. From the possession of
the accused, three sophisticated pistols and several live ammunition rounds have been recovered," said the DCP. "It has also been learnt that
while accused Jitender is an old associate of Lawrence Bishnoi - Goldy Brar - Kala Jathedi, the two juveniles were connected to Goldy Brar
through Ankit Sirsa, an accused in the murder of Sidhu Moosewala, who was earlier arrested by Special Cell," he added.

TO FORTIFY BILATERAL & ECONOMIC
TIES, UK PM SUNAK ANNOUNCES
NEW SCHEME TO GRANT 3,000 UK

VISAS TO INDIANS ANNUALLY
In a new scheme introduced by British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak to fortify bilateral and economic ties, 3,000 Indians will be
granted visas annually to come to the UK. Under the new UK-
India Young Professionals Scheme, the country will offer 3,000
places annually to 18-30 year-old degree educated Indian
nationals to come to the UK to live and work here for up to two
years. The move comes as Sunak met Prime Minister Narendra
Modi for the first time on the sidelines of the ongoing G20 summit
in Indonesia. “The Indo-Pacific is increasingly crucial for our
security and our prosperity. It is teeming with dynamic and fast-
growing economies, and the next decade will be defined by what
happens in this region,” Sunak said in a statement released by
the Prime Minister’s Office.
“I know first-hand the incredible value of the deep cultural and
historic ties we have with India. I am pleased that even more of
India’s brightest young people will now have the opportunity to
experience all that life in the UK has to offer, and vice-versa,
making our economies and societies richer.”
The scheme will be reciprocal. Nearly a quarter of all international
students in Britain are from India, and Indian investment into the
UK supports 95,000 jobs across the UK.
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INDIA-NEPAL BORDER IN DARJEELING
TO BE CLOSED FROM NOV 17-20

BJP WILL SWEEP GUJARAT ASSEMBLY

POLLS, SAYS AMIT SHAH
Union Home Minister Amit Shah on Tuesday exuded confidence that BJP
will once again romp to power with a thumping majority breaking all
records in next month's Assembly polls.
Till now, Congress holds the record of winning the maximum number of
seats ever. In 1985, under Chief Minister Madhavsinh Solanki's leadership,
it bagged as many as 149 seats in the 182-member Assembly.
Home Minister Shah, accompanied party's Naranpura candidate Jitendra
Patel, Ellisbridge candidate Amit Shah and Sanand candidate Kanu Patel
while they filed their candidature forms before the election officer. Ina

veiled attack on AAP, he said people of Gujarat have never voted for a
third party and this party's candidates will lose its deposits. Under the
leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chief Minister Bhupendra
Patel the state has continued to grow on a development path, achieving
new heights in development, said Shah. According to party sources, the
Union Minister is busy clearing hurdles on complicated seats. Still the party is yet
to finalise four candidates for Manjalpur and Raopura of Vadodara city, Mansa
(Gandhinagar) and Kheralu of Mehsana district.He is also busy placating
workers and local leaders who are upset over selection of candidates.

The India-Nepal border in Darjeeling district of West Bengal will be
closed between November 17 and 20 in view of the upcoming
Nepal general elections.
Currently, there are two-border points with Nepal in Darjeeling
district -- Panitanki in Darjeeling and Pasupati in Mirik.
The second border point is especially frequented by tourists visiting
Pashupatinath in Nepal. The total Indo-Nepal border area in
Darjeeling stretches over around 100 kilometers.
Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB), the central armed forces responsible
for guarding the Indo-Nepal borders, has star ted the sealing
process. It is learnt that the decision was taken by the Centre
following a request from the Nepal government. According to
inspector general (north Bengal) of SSB, SrikumarBandopadhyay,
during the period neither anyone will be allowed to come to the
Indian side from Nepal nor anyone going to Nepal from the Indian
side will be allowed through any of these two border points.
However, he added that exceptions will be made for those coming
or going because of emergency medical purposes and that will be
allowed only by furnishing supporting documents. It is learnt that
SSB high-command has decided to deploy additional personnel at
the border areas in Darjeeling district during the four days.
Meanwhile, the exporters apprehend major loss of business because
of the decision to close down the two border points, especially the
Panitanki border point, through which around 600 goods trucks
move between the two countries daily. The trucks carrying
vegetables from Darjeeling district mainly pass through this border.
It is learnt that the Indo-Nepal border at Galgalia in Kishanganj
district of Bihar will also be sealed during the said period.

PUNJAB: CORDON, SEARCH
OPERATIONS ACROSS STATE TO CHECK

MOVEMENT OF DRUG SMUGGLERS
The state police on Tuesday carried out a special cordon-and-
search operation for checking the movement of anti-social
elements and drug smugglers. Director General of Police (DGP)
Gaurav Yadav led the operation in Ludhiana.
Several senior police officers, including the additional director
general, inspector general and deputy inspector general were
engaged in the operations. "A state-level cordon-and-search
operation is being carried out," Yadav told reporters in Ludhiana.
"It is a special campaign being run against anti-social elements
and drug smugglers. Hotspots have been identified in each district,"
he added. The idea of the search operation is to make police
presence more visible and instil a sense of security among the
people, he said. The DGP said peace and harmony would be
maintained in the state. Asked about the state government's recent
move to review arms licences, Yadav said a drive to verify the
licences would be star ted in coordination with deputy
commissioners. "Physical verification of all arms licences issued
till now will be done," he said.
Yadav said the state government had banned the display of weapons
in public, including on social media, and action would be taken if
anyone violated the order.
Extensive checking of gun houses will also be conducted, he added.
"We will check gun houses and their stocks," he said.
Replying to another question, Yadav said action would be taken
against anyone making hate speech against any community.
On Sunday, the AAP government in Punjab banned the public display
of firearms and songs promoting gun culture and violence.

How does one fight for a cause by sitting on the fence? The decision of
former J&K chief ministers, Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba Mufti to not
personally contest in assembly elections betrays the answer to the riddle.
Omar Abdullah, former chief minister and vice president of the National
Conference (NC) has said that he won't fight elections unless statehood
is restored to J&K.
Mehbooba Mufti, former chief minister and president of the People's
Democratic Party (PDP) has said the exact same.
Both the NC and the PDP have, however, made it clear that the two
parties will participate in the forthcoming assembly elections in the UT
and not leave the field wide open for the BJP that abrogated article 370
and downgraded the state to the status of a Union Territory.
But will the horses run the race without their riders? Also, can statehood
be restored by the two leaders staying away or for that matter, by joining
the assembly elections?
If resolutions passed by the J&K assembly had the constitutional authority
then what happened to the autonomy resolution passed by the state
assembly on June 26, 2000 when NC president, Dr Farooq Abdullah was
the chief minister?
NC has since been ruing that the autonomy resolution was thrown into
the dustbin by the Centre. Well, if that resolution had any legal and
constitutional validity, then why didn't the NC or the state government of
that time agitate the same in the Supreme Court?
Now the two parties, NC and the PDP are part of the Peoples Alliance for
Gupkar Declaration (PAGD) that owes its creation to the spirit that all
like-minded political parties should join hands to fight for the restoration
of articles 370, 35A and statehood to J&K. While Omar said the NC would
field its candidates for all the 90 seats for the assembly elections, Dr
Farooq Abdullah quickly stepped in to save the PAGD by asserting that
the numbers would be decided after taking the parties in the PAGD on
board. Adversity makes strange bedfellows, but never has adversity
made stranger bed fellows like the NC and the PDP. In fact, the NC leaders
have always been crying hoarse that the PDP was created by the central
intelligence agencies to cut the NC to size.
That 'Central intelligence birth of the PDP' was again asserted by the NC
when the former formed an alliance government with the BJP after the
2015 assembly elections. Now the 'saint' and the 'sinner' have decided to
sup together for 'the greater cause'.
As to how the 'saint' and the 'sinner' can ever have a commonality of
cause is for the 'saint' to explain.
The two parties claim to have buried the hatchet for getting J&K its special
status and statehood back.
How would fighting an assembly election achieve these two objectives
even if the two parties get an absolute majority during those elections?
And, how would the staying away by Omar and Mehbooba from the
electoral battle give moral legitimacy to the other leaders of the two

parties joining the electoral fray?
Assembly elections in J&K can be won or lost for another hundred years
without any impact on the abrogated article 370 and the downgrading of
the state.
The Parliament of the country abrogated an Article that was included in
the constitution as a temporary provision. The Parliament just abrogated
a temporary provision that it had created.
Whether the abrogation of article 370 was within the constitutional authority
of the country's Parliament or not cannot be decided by any UT or state
assembly in India.
The only constitutional authority to do this is the Supreme Court of the
country or the Parliament itself.
Constitutional battles cannot be fought on the streets by seeking votes for
an assembly election. Nor can statehood be claimed by winning an
assembly election.
Can it be accepted by any stretch of imagination that Omar and Mehbooba
do not know these basic legal/constitutional realities? Not even the
dumbest among their voters would believe that.
Joining or staying away from elections is the basic right of every citizen
of India. One can also decide whether or not to vote in an election without
any aspersions on his/her nationalist credentials.
But, trying to stay away from elections because J&K is no longer a state
or asking the people to vote for their parties because article 370 needs
restoration is beyond anyone's comprehension except the two former
chief ministers. Kashmiris have been exploited for decades with the
false promises of rock salt and green handkerchiefs during election
campaigns. Slogans to stoke religious sentiments to curry political favours
would not help after so many lives were lost fighting for a goal that turned
out to be mirage. As respected leaders of J&K, Omar Abdullah and
Mehbooba Mufti have a moral and legal duty to introspect and decide
whether trying to give that 'mirage' a rebirth in any form is in anyone's
interest except the enemies of the country.

CAN POLITICAL HORSES WIN RACES IN J&K WHILE RIDERS SIT ON FENCE?

REVIEW ALL ARM LICENSES,
SAYS PUNJAB CM

In a move aimed at checking gun culture and to maintain law and
order in the state, the Punjab government led by Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann on Sunday ordered review of all arm licences.
A decision to this effect has been taken after directions by the Chief
Minister to discourage the use of arms for maintaining peace,
tranquility, law and order situation. On the directions of Chief Minister,
the Principal Secretary, Home has issued a detailed letter to the Director
General of Police, the Police Commissioners, the District Magistrates and
the Senior Superintendents of Police asking them to review all the existing
arm licenses in the state. It has also been directed that if any licence had
been issued to anti-social element, in the past, then it must be
cancelled immediately. Similarly, it has also been ordered that no
new licence should be issued generally in the coming three months
adding the licence should be issued only where it is utmost and
genuinely required. Even in that case also the issuing authority of arm
licence must be satisfied by the rational given by the applicant. Likewise, it
has been ordered to impose a blanket ban on public display of arms and
ammunition. This ban will also be applicable on all the social media
platforms. Similarly, it has been directed that a complete ban should be
imposed on the songs eulogising gun culture. Likewise, ban must be
imposed on carrying and display of weapons in public gatherings,
religious places, weddings, parties and other. In the same manner
the officers have been directed to organise special and surprise
checking in the areas under their respective jurisdiction.

'I WAS NOT AWARE OF RAJIV GANDHI
ASSASSINATION', SAYS NALINI

S. Nalini, who was a convict in the Rajiv Gandhi
assassination case, has said that she was not
aware of the bid to assassinate the former
Prime Minister. She was speaking to the media
persons on Sunday. The Rajiv Gandhi
assassination convict was released from
Vellore central prison in Tamil Nadu on
Saturday after the Supreme Court ordered to release all the six convicts
in the assassination case. Nalini told the media persons that she
would like to meet the family of the late Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
and added that she was reluctant to meet them even though she did
not have any idea that Rajiv Gandhi was being killed. She said that she
was really sad about his killing. She told the reporters that she wanted
to lead a normal life after this and when asked whether she would be
settling in Chennai or with her daughter in London, she said that she
was yet to decide on this. It may be noted that Nalini, her husband
Murugan alias Sri Haran, Shanthan, Robert Payas, Jayakumar and
Ravichandran were released from Vellore, Puzhal and Madurai prisons
after the Supreme Court verdict. The Supreme Court had earlier ordered
the release of another convict, A.G. Perarivalan from prison in May
2022 after a prolonged legal battle carried out by his mother.

BJP DOESN'T WANT TO ACCEPT DALITS, TRIBALS ARE ORIGINAL OWNERS OF THE
COUNTRY: RAHUL GAANDHI
Addressing a public meeting in Maharashtra's Washim district on the occasion of tribal freedom fighter Birsa Munda's bir th anniversary,
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday claimed the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) keeps attacking the Constitution everyday as it does not
want to accept that Dalits, tribals and the poor should get rights. Tribals are the "original owners of the country" and their rights come first before
anyone, he asserted. The rally was attended by tribal community members. Gandhi alleged that the ideals of Birsa Munda were being attacked
from four sides by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and the BJP. “The BJP attacks the Constitution everyday because they don't want
to accept that Dalits, adivasis and the poor should get rights,” Gandhi claimed. The Bharat Jodo Yatra led by Gandhi reached Washim district in
Maharashtra's Vidarbha region on Tuesday. Meanwhile, Gandhi is likely to miss the Winter Session of Parliament which is scheduled to
commence in the first week of December in the old building and conclude by the end of the month. According to Congress spokesperson Jairam
Ramesh, Rahul Gandhi doesn't want to leave Bharat Jodo Yatra midway and join Winter Session. The yatra, which began on September 7 from
Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu, entered its 66th day on Saturday and has so far covered 28 districts in six states. It will pass through 12 states
before culminating in Jammu and Kashmir after spanning a distance of 3,570 km over the course of about 150 days. The Congress' mass contact
initiative will cover a distance of 382 km across five districts of Maharashtra before entering Madhya Pradesh on November 20.

SHRADDHA WALKER MURDER CASE: FATHER SUSPECTS 'LOVE JIHAD', DEMANDS
DEATH PENALTY FOR ACCUSED AFTAB
Father of Shraddha Walker, a girl from Maharashtra who was allegedly murdered by her live-in partner Aftab Ameen Poonawalla in the national
capital, on Tuesday demanded a death penalty for the accused while also suspecting a "love jihad" angle behind the incident.
Shraddha's father, Vikas Walker said, "I suspected a love jihad angle. We demand the death penalty for Aftab. I trust Delhi Police and the probe
moving in the right direction. Shraddha was close to her uncle and didn't talk to me much. I was never in touch with Aftab. I lodged the first
complaint in Mumbai's Vasai." Meanwhile, sources claimed that Delhi Police may write to Bumble to get details of Aftab's profile to find details
of women who visited him in his house when body was still in refrigerator. Police looking at possibility if any of these women could be a reason
behind this killing. The Delhi Police on Tuesday took the 28-year-old accused of killing his live-in partner to the jungle areas of south Delhi's
Chhatarpur where he had allegedly dumped her body parts.
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GLOBAL COVID INFECTION RATES
HIGHER THAN PREVIOUSLY

REPORTED: STUDY

W O R L D

A joint study by the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) Unity
Studies and SeroTracker and colleagues suggests that based on
seroprevalence, global Covid-19 infection rates are likely to be
higher than previously reported.
The study, published in the open access journal PLOS Medicine,
found that global seroprevalence rose from 7.7 per cent in June
2020 to 59.2 per cent in September 2021, suggesting two-thirds of
the global population may be SARS-CoV-2 seropositive from either
vaccination or infection.
Estimates of Covid-19 infections based on seroprevalence data far
exceed reported cases, suggesting a bigger global impact of Covid-
19 than previously known.
According to the authors, “this study on global seroprevalence of
SARS-CoV-2 antibodies found that while seroprevalence has
increased over time, a third of the global population tested negative
for antibodies against the virus as of September 2021 estimates. It
was also found that compared to seroprevalence estimates, routine
testing for Covid-19 has largely underestimated the number of
global infections”. Serosurveillance provides estimates of antibody
levels against infectious diseases and is considered the gold
standard for measuring population immunity due to past infection
or vaccination. In order to ascertain the true rates of infection and
indicators of immunity in the population against SARS-CoV-2 over
time, researchers conducted a systematic review and meta-
analysis of seroprevalence studies published from January 1, 2020
to May 20, 2022. From their search parameters, the authors
identified 965 distinct seroprevalence studies sampling 5,346,069
participants between January 2020 and April 2022, with 43 per
cent of these studies being from low-middle income countries.

BRITAIN SLIDING TOWARDS RECESSION,
WARNS UK CHANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER

UK Chancellor of Exchequer, Jeremy Hunt, on Friday warned of a
‘tough road ahead’ after it was revealed that the UK’s economy
went into reverse in the third quarter, according to media report.
Hunt suggested he is engaged in a damage limitation exercise
after a 0.2 per cent fall in GDP between July and September, saying
his Autumn Statement aims to make any recession “quicker and
shallower”, Daily Mail reported.
The figure was not as bad as feared, after the Bank of England and
analysts pencilled in a 0.5 per cent contraction for UK plc in the
three months under review.
However, it suggests that the UK might already be in a downturn,
technically defined as two consecutive quarters of decline, Daily
Mail repor ted. Although the second quar ter showed marginal
growth of 0.2 per cent, the Bank of England warned last week that
the country risks falling into the longest downturn in a century.
The Chancellor said the GDP numbers highlighted the need to get
inflation under control and government debt falling.
But he could have been given some wriggle room as a worse
outcome could have increased the pressure on the public finances.
The fall was driven mainly by manufacturing, with the powerhouse
services sector largely flat. September was particularly dire with
a 0.6 per cent decline in the month – partly due to lower activity
amid mourning for the Queen, Daily Mail reported.
That was partly offset by the single-month figure for August being
revised up from a 0.1 per cent contraction to 0.1 per cent growth.

‘HALF MILLION MORE BRITONS NOT WORKING DUE TO LONG-TERM ILLNESS
SINCE 2019’, OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS (ONS) REVEALED

The number of working-age adults in the UK who are currently unemployed
has increased by half a million since 2019, mainly due to the onset of the
Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020, latest data from the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) revealed.
Around 2.5 million people were economically inactive due to long-term
sickness in the summer of 2022, compared to around two million people
in the spring of 2019, Xinhua news agency quoted the ONS as saying on
Thursday.
An ONS spokesperson told Xinhua that this was the highest rate of inactivity
among the long-term sick since records began in 1993.
“It was generally falling, from shortly before the turn of the millennium,
but started to rise again in 2019, and has now gone past its late 90s
peak.” Among the half a million more people who are economically
inactive due to ill health, 363,000 have left the workforce since the onset
of the pandemic in early 2020. Hugh Stickland, ONS senior statistician,
said: “The largest increase came from people with ‘other health problems
or disabilities’. While this category includes people affected by long Covid,
we think that’s only one of several contributing factors.
“The next highest rise was among people with back or neck problems;
it’s possible that increased home working has given rise to these kinds
of conditions.” The number of people reporting mental illness and nervous
disorders as their main health condition has also risen by 22 per cent in
the past three years, with the sharpest increases seen after 2020,
according to the ONS.
“While symptoms of long Covid may not be the only contributor to

increased long-term sickness in the working-age population, the
pandemic’s wider impact on health is still likely to be an important factor
in increased long-term sickness,” said the ONS report.
The study showed that while older people still make up the majority of
workers inactive due to long-term sickness, the sharpest relative
increases in recent years have been among men and women aged
between 25 and 34.
This group made up 11 per cent of those inactive due to long-term sickness
in April to June 2019, but the percentage rose to 14 per cent in the same
period in 2022. “The rise for this age group has been more pronounced
since the start of the pandemic,” said the ONS.

CRISIS IN PAKISTAN
BY IMPLICATING ISI GENERAL IN PLOT TO KILL HIM, IMRAN HAS TAKEN HIS BATTLE TO GHQ

PAKISTAN'S RELATIONS WITH US & CHINA: SPECIAL REPORTS

CONSPIRACY BEHIND ATTACK ON IMRAN?

By directly implicating a senior intel official in the alleged plot to kill him,
the former Pakistani Prime Minister has taken the battle to GHQ, political
commentator Zahid Hussain has said.
Imran Khan's insistence on nominating the intel official, along with the
Prime Minister and interior minister, as a suspect in what he describes
as a "plot to kill him" has intensified his confrontation with the security
establishment, Hussain wrote in an article in 'Dawn'.
Unsurprisingly, the allegation drew a scathing rebuttal from the ISPR.
In a statement, the military rejected the accusation as "baseless and
irresponsible" and warned that allegations against the senior army officer
and the institution are "absolutely unacceptable and uncalled for".
The military has also urged the government to take action against the
former Prime Minister for maligning the security institution.
Hussain said such scathing public exchanges are rare. "They clearly
show the growing hostility between the former Prime Minister and his
erstwhile patrons," the ar ticle reads.
His aggression against the military leadership denotes no breakthrough
in "back-channel talks" with the generals. Apparently, the demands
presented by Khan were believed to be unacceptable to the establishment.
His rising populist support seems to have added to Khan's hubris.
Pakistan journalist Hamid Mir said in an ar ticle in Friday Times that it
isn't a secret anymore that Imran Khan wanted to use the military for his
political gains. "When the army refused to be used in the name of its
constitutional limitations, Khan became furious."
The former premier tried to negotiate a deal with General Bajwa after the
no-trust motion came to the Parliament, but it failed.
Once ousted from power, he once again attempted to ink an agreement
with the COAS via President Dr. ArifAlvi, but to no avail. It was at this time
when he began to directly criticize Gen Bajwa and some other officers,
Mir said. The gun attack on Imran Khan has pushed the country deeper
into anarchy. The would-be assassin may have been arrested but the
motive behind the shooting remains shrouded in mystery. The former
prime minister has been quick to blame the top government leaders and
a senior ISI official for plotting the attack. He has named names, Hussain
said. It seems to be a well-calculated move to step up the pressure on the
security establishment on the eve of a critical transition in the army high
command.
Imran Khan's letter to the president calling upon him to act against the
"abuse of power and violations of our laws and of the Constitution", and to
delineate "clear operational lines" vis-a-vis the ISPR has accentuated
the political divide, it added.
Khan's appeal to the President for action seemed to have been triggered
by last month's unprecedented media briefing by the ISI and ISPR chiefs
where the former Prime Minister was censured for his "false foreign
conspiracy narrative".
The stand-off between the PTI and the security establishment also
worsened after the alleged custodial tor ture of former federal minister
Senator Azam Swati.
The elderly senator who was arrested by the FIA in October in a case
registered against him over a controversial tweet is now out on
bail. He has accused two senior intel officials of being involved in

the alleged crime.
Umer Farooq wrote in Friday Times that there are people in Islamabad
and Rawalpindi who believe that Nawaz Sharif's aggressive campaigning
against General Bajwa was aimed at creating unrest among Pakistani
Punjabi middle classes, from which most of the officer corps of Pakistani
Army are drawn.
"This unrest would have built pressure on the top brass whose junior and
senior ranks are from middle classes in central Punjab. Nawaz Sharif
miserably failed and General Bajwa got off the hook. But Sharif had shown
the way."
When Imran Khan was ousted, he embarked on a similar path to destabilise
Central Punjab and its middle classes - the same middle classes from
which the majority of the officer corps of Pakistan Army are drawn.
Reports in the media suggest that Imran Khan's political message got
more receptive ears inside the army organisational structure, Farooq
said.
According to observers, the boldness and aggressiveness of Imran Khan's
political campaign suggest that he is either being egged on from within
the organisation or he knows that ranks and files are being generally
affected by general unrest in the middle classes of Central Punjab, the
ar ticle said.
PTI Chairman Imran Khan has signalled the desire to mend ties with the
United States through cooperation with Washington in the future, despite
holding a "US conspiracy" responsible for his ouster as the Prime Minister,
according to a Financial Times report.
The PTI chairman was removed from office through a vote of no-confidence
by the then opposition on April 9 -- becoming the first premier to be
removed through the move. Khan, who says America treats Pakistan as
a "slave", blamed present Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif and the US for
his ouster, though both have denied the claims, Geo News reported.
In an interview with the Financial Times, Khan said that "he no longer
blamed the US" and wants "dignified" ties with the country if he comes
back to power.
Referring to the alleged conspiracy, Khan said that "it was over".
"As far as I'm concerned, it's over, it's behind me. The Pakistan I want to
lead must have good relationships with everyone, especially the United
States," he said.
"Our relationship with the US has been as of a master-servant relationship,
or a master-slave relationship, and we've been used like a hired gun. But
for that I blame my own governments more than the US," the publication
quoted the former premier as saying.
Following a rise in popularity due in part to his anti-American rhetoric,
many observers now predict that Khan and PTI might witness success in
the next general elections due to be held next year, Geo News reported.
Khan is leading a much touted anti-government march with convoys
from different cities of Pakistan moving towards Islamabad, and is insistent
on "not returning until targets are achieved". The PTI chief demands a
date for the general elections ahead of the due time.
The long march was halted last week as it faced an unfortunate delay
after the former premier was targetted in an attempted assassination
attack in Wazirabad, Geo News reported.

INDIANS TOP HOMEBUYERS IN
CENTRAL TEXAS: REPORT

In a first, people of Indian origin comprised the largest share of
international homebuyers in Central Texas, according to a new
repor t recently released by the Austin Board of Realtors.
Homebuyers from India comprised the largest share of international
homebuyers (21 per cent), with Mexico (10 per cent), China (6 per
cent) and Canada (4 per cent) rounding out the countries of origin
for foreign buyers, the 2022 Central Texas International
Homebuyers Report said. According to the report, Central Texas
provides an alternative to expensive metropolitan areas like New
York and San Francisco for Indian homebuyers.
People of Indian origin comprised 41 per cent of the 165,000 Asian
American individuals in greater Austin in 2019, up from 30 per cent
of the population in 2010, according to Greater Austin Asian Chamber
of Commerce. Driven by the growth in Austin's tech sector, the number
of Indian homebuyers is "exploding," Hem Ramachandran, who has
worked as a realtor for two decades in Austin, told Axios. Most of
Ramachandran's clients are Indians, who prefer south or east facing
homes, in keeping with vastu shastra, which he describes as an
Indian version of feng shui. India led with 53 per cent purchases in
Williamson County, followed by 24 per cent in Travis County inside the city
of Austin, 18 per cent outside the city of Austin and six per cent in Hays
County. International homebuyers spent $613 million on properties in the
greater Austin area from April 2021 to March 2022 - or 3 per cent of the
residential sales total value during the period. "Most foreign buyers from
India use US mortgage financing (82 per cent) to purchase a property,
while 12 per cent purchases are all-cash," the report said.
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TRUMP'S BID FOR PRESIDENCY IN 2024 'DICEY' EVEN IF

SOME REPUBLICANS SUPPORT
CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
But Don Jr, Melania, his wife though indifferent, and Eric Trump have supported
their fathers rerun. Trump had been advised first by his closest allies and
friends not to announce his bid for presidency in 2024 before the midterm
polls on November 08 and wiser counsel prevailed. But his humiliating
defeat in the senate and house where his candidates flopped and his
promised red wave failed to materialize, has robbed him of centre stage
and he wants back.
Having promised his supporters he would make a surprise announcement
on November 15, Trump once again went against the advice of his allies and
friends to delay the announcement until after December 06 when the runoff
for the Georgia result came in. An anxious Trump just wanted to preempt his
rivals from announcing their bid - Ron DeSantis and former Vice President
Mike Pence out to avenge him for calling him a "wimp".
As Maggie Habberman, the New York Times columnist and former New York
Post correspondent who has closely followed him on his two presidential
runs and interviewed him, knows his mindset as she said Trump feels
empowered and secure only if he occupies the White House considering the
legal baggage he carries.
The Jan 6 Capitol insurrection and his alleged incitement of riots, stashing
11,000 top secret documents in his Florida home with DOJ prosecuting him
and the New York Attorney General Letitia James hounding him with a civil
suit suing him for $250 million for consistent tax evasion and fraudulently
securing loans from banks (Deutsche Bank) by inflating his property values
have all made him feel very insecure and cagey, media reports said.
Billionaire media house owner Rupert Murdoch, once a close ally who
featured him in his networks such as Fox News TV, Fox News Digital, the
New York Post and the Wall Street Journal, has soon af ter his
announcement openly declared that he will not support his candidature to
the White House in 2024.
Murdock broke with Trump soon after dismal performance and failure of a
red wave with his handpicked candidates flopping when he featured Ron
DeSantis as the future of the party in the New York post and castigated Trump
with a stinging carton likening him to Humpty Dumpty falling from the wall
calling it Trumpty Dumpty.
According to media reports, Trumps favourite daughter Ivanka's and husband
Jared Kushner had resisted his entreaties to be by his side on November 15

and both of them have felt they got burned in Washington. They don't want to
go back and expose their children to another episode of bitterness surrounding
his 2020 campaign.
"They both feel they got burned in Washington and don't want to go back and
expose themselves and their children to another bitter campaign," an insider
in Trump circles told a tabloid.
Like Melania, Trump's wife, the duo did not have a happy time in DC and
reportedly fell out with allies including John Kelly , Kellyanne Conway, Steve
Bannon and Chris Christie, all of them being closest allies of Trump during his
2016-20 presidency.
Mary Trump, often considered the black sheep of the family, the niece of
Trump, has rubbed him on the wrong side and emerged as one of her uncle's
most incisive critics since releasing her book about him, 'Too Much and
Never Enough'.
Dubbing him as a "Black Hole of Need", Mary Trump, reportedly said the
power hungry Trump had the clock ticking on his watch for the DOJ and
attorney general Merrick Garland to decide on whether to indict him on the
spiriting away of top secret documents to his Florida home.
"If he isn't, then much worse things are going to start happening," she warned.
Trumps bid for presidency in 2024 reveals no new promises or fresh
campaign but repeats his old rhetoric of 2016 that put him in office --
fighting crime, rebuilding the economy, stemming the flow of fentanyl
and other deadly drugs, reducing dependence on foreign oil, and protecting
America from foreign threats.

CAN INDIA END RUSSIA-UKRAINE WAR?
CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
The New York Times, which often has an insight into US government
thinking, referred to Jaishankar's Moscow trip and reported on Sunday:
"Diplomats and foreign-policy experts are watching closely to see if
India can use its unique leverage as one of the world's largest countries
that is a friend to both East and West to press Russia to end its war in
Ukraine."
The newspaper said that there was "widespread belief" that if there
was a stalemate in the fighting or if the energy crisis hit Europe hard,
a ceasefire or a negotiated settlement could become possible.
"That could open up a role for an enterprising neutral country or some
small group of them to try to broker peace," it said.
"Officials within the Indian government have already been discussing
what role India might play in peacemaking efforts when the time is
right." The Times also said that diplomats, whom it did not identify,
have floated "a joint mediation effort led by India, Israel and the United
Arab Emirates".
"Peacemaking could carve a more prominent place for India in the
global order and possibly bring it closer to a long-sought prize of a
fairer power distribution -- a permanent seat on the UN Security Council,"
it said. Unusually, the Times article did not include the newspaper's
standard criticism of Prime Minister Narendra Modi as a "Hindu
nationalist" or authoritarian and marked a turnaround from a critical
story a day earlier that had accused Modi of being part of "a handful of
powerful world leaders rallied around Russia and undercut global
cooperation" against climate change.
Meanwhile, US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen is scheduled to visit
India for the US-India Economic and Financial Partnership meeting on
Thursday.
These meetings are taking place ahead of the G20 Summit in Bali at
which India will assume the presidency of the group of major developed
and emerging economies.
This will enhance India's role in international affairs at a time when the
world economy and international relations are in disarray.
One of the tasks ahead for India will be managing Russia's participation
in the G20 amid opposition from the Western Countries, which will not
be able to disinvite that country as they had from what was the G8,
shrinking it to the G7, the group of large, democratic economies.
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TO WATCH ALL THE LATEST GOSSIP IN ENTERTAINMENT,WATCH CHANNEL Y ROGERS 857, BELLFIBE 828, TELUS 2418

JANHVI KAPOOR RECREATES
DEEPIKA PADUKONE'S ICONIC 'OM

SHANTI OM' SCENE

BIPASHA BASU, KARAN
SINGH ANNOUNCE BIRTH OF

BABY GIRL DEVI

JANHVI KAPOOR CELEBRATES 15 YEARS OF
DEEPIKA PADUKONE BY RECREATING A
SEQUENCE FROM HER DEBUT FILM, OM

SHANTI OM. TAKE A LOOK.

19
SHE HAS BEEN MAKING A CONSTANT

EFFORT TO RAISE AWARENESS
ABOUT THE DISEASE.

FATIMA SANA SHAIKH SHARES
HER STRUGGLE WITH EPILEPSY

ON SOCIAL MEDIA

BIPASHA BASU AND KARAN SINGH
GROVER ANNOUNCED THE BIRTH OF
THEIR BABY DAUGHTER DEVI VIA AN

INSTAGRAM POST.

2220

SANIA MIRZA & SHOAIB MALIK TO DIVORCE?

ENGLAND ARE THE T20 WORLD CHAMPIONS, AGAIN. I DETAILS ON PAGE 25

INDIA'S TENNIS ACE and winner of six Grand Slam doubles titles, Sania Mirza, is repor tedly going through a turbulent phase in her marriage
with ace Pakistani cricketer Shoaib Malik, with rumours suggesting they are thinking about splitting.““A repor t in koimoi.com has suggested
the star couple are thinking about par ting ways after 12 years of marriage.““The duo got married in 2010 and had a son, Izhaan, in 2018. The
35-year-old Sania, who had announced in January this year that she would be retiring at the end of season, has repor tedly been living
separately and is co-parenting Izhaan.““While the actual reason for the repor ted discord is not known, a repor t by DNA quoting Pakistani
media said recently that the Malik cheated on the star tennis player.““Sania and debutant Ankita Raina were knocked out of the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics in the first round despite the women's doubles pair dominating against the Ukrainian twin sisters Nadiia and Liudmyla Kichenok.““She
had also pulled out of the year-ending Grand Slam, the US Open, because of a torn tendon, and had indicated the injury would lead to a change
in her retirement plans.““However, there is no confirmation as yet about the possible split though the duo's social media posts and cryptic
captions suggest something is amiss.““Sania recently took to her Instagram handle and shared an image with her son and wrote, "The
moments that get me through the hardest days @izhaan.mirzamalik."

RANDEEP HOODA’S CRIME DRAMA ‘CAT’
TO RELEASE ON DECEMBER 9

Actor Randeep Hooda’s upcoming riveting crime drama titled ‘Cat’ is all set
to premiere on December 9 on streaming giant Netlfix. The series, which
comes from creator and showrunner Balwinder Singh Janjua, marks
Randeep’s second collaboration with Netlfix after “Extraction”, which released
in 2020. Randeep and Netflix took to their respective social media handles to
make the announcement. ‘Cat’ is the story of Gurnaam Singh, who is compelled
to confront his dark past in an attempt to save the life of his brother.

FOUR PLAYERS FROM BATTS ATHETICS PARTICIPATED TODAY IN THE
PROVINCIAL LEVEL 22.23 BLACK KNIGHT ONTARIO JR HP A SERIES #3
– BATTS TOURNAMENT CONDUCTED BY BADMINTON ONTARIO AT OUR
CLUB. HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS TO BRINDHA BHARATHIRAJA WHO
HAS WON GOLD IN GIRLS SINGLES U15 CATEGORY AND AKSHAT REDDY
WHO HAS WON GOLD IN BOYS SINGLES U19 CATEGORY.
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SAIYAMI KHER JOINS MUMBAI
CYCLOTHON, SAYS CYCLING IS 'A

WELL-ROUNDED WORKOUT'

JANHVI KAPOOR RECREATES DEEPIKA

PADUKONE'S ICONIC 'OM SHANTI OM' SCENE
Janhvi Kapoor made her debut with the 2018 release Dhadak alongside
Ishaan Khatter, and since then she has starred in several films. Over
the years, she has carved a niche for herself in the film industry. The
actress is one of the most loved actresses of this generation. Janhvi
is one of those star kids of tinsel town, who has made a unique
identity in the industry due to her excellence in a very shor t span of
time. The actress is quite active on social media and never fails to
enter tain fans with her quirky videos. Now, she has shared another
video in which she is seen recreating the iconic chandelier scene
from Deepika Padukone's debut film, 'Om Shanti Om.'
The Roohi actress does not miss a chance to have fun on her sets and
turn them into a laughter riot. On Friday, the actress took to her social
media and shared a video that shows her being all dramatic and

goofy at the same time. In this video, Jhanvi Kapoor stands in a room,
pointing upwards and says that 'Shanti's corpse will be found under
this chandelier...' After this, the camera pans towards the floor, and
then her friend is seen lying there. At the same time, loud laughter can
be heard in the background. The video left the netizens in splits and they
jammed the comment section reacting to it. Speaking about the look, the Mili
actress looked absolutely stunning dressed in a silver glittering fishcut gown.
Meanwhile, on the work front, Janhvi Kapoor recently starred in the survival thriller
Mili. It is about a woman trapped inside a freezer who fights for her life. The
film is directed by Mathukutty Xavier and produced by Janhvi's father,
Boney Kapoor. Apar t from this, she is currently busy shooting for her
upcoming film, Mr. and Mrs. Mahi. At the same time, his film Bawaal
with Varun Dhawan is also waiting for release.

MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood actress Saiyami Kher, who is
attending the Mumbai Cyclothon on Sunday, feels that cycling
is not just a spor t but a well-rounded workout. The actress
cycled for more than 75 km for the cyclothon to raise awareness
about the eco-friendly medium of transpor t. Talking about her
passion, Kher said: "I have always loved cycling and have
always believed that this is a well-rounded workout which keeps
you not just fit but also active. And it is also one of the easiest and economical
means of travelling in the city. People should at least cycle to work if their
workplace is not too far. Even if they want to commute in close
vicinity, cycling is the best mode of transpor t."

KJO SETS 'ROCKY AUR RANI KI PREM
KAHANI' RELEASE DATE AT APRIL 28, 2023

MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood filmmaker-producer Karan Johar
is returning to direction after his last outing 'Ae Dil Hai Mushkil'
with his next movie which has quite a long title but is about
what Karan and the Indian audience loves at large - a love
story. What's interesting is that the film, titled 'Rocky Aur Rani
Ki Prem Kahani' (love story is literally in the title itself), has set
its release date for April next year. KJo took to his Instagram to
share the news of the film's release date. He shared a long note
on his Instagram which stated: "After 7 years, it's time for me to
return to my first home - the cinemas. I had the absolute honour of working
with not one, but many illustrious actors on the set of my film."

VARUN AND HIS WOLFPACK PUMP UP THE TEMPO IN LATEST 'BHEDIYA' TRACK
CHENNAI, (IANS) Can a song drag you to the dance floor, make you want to
celebrate and shake a leg? Well, the latest track from 'Bhediya' is about to answer
that question in style. Featuring Varun Dhawan and his wolfpack in stellar dancing
form, 'Jungle Mein Kaand' is all about having mad fun in the woods. The perfect
mix of snazzy beats and funky music, the song sees Varun unleash his wild swag
with boy gang Abhishek Banerjee and Paalin Kabak for company. As leading lady
Kriti Sanon also joins the par ty, Varun, Abhishek and Paalin show off some masala
moves. Talking about the song, composers Sachin-Jigar said: "With 'Jungle Main
Kaand', we have tried to bring the essence of tribal dance music in a fun way. With
Vishal Dadlani and Sukhwinder Singh bringing in all the desi energy, we can
hopefully get the audience dancing to this one too after Thumkeshwari." The Hindi version of the song has been sung by Vishal Dadlani, Sukhwinder
Singh, Siddharth Basrur and Sachin-Jigar. Lyrics are by Amitabh Bhattacharya. The Tamil version has been crooned by Benny Dayal, while lyrics are by Amitabh
Bhattacharya and S. Sunandhan. Telugu version has been sung by Benny Dayal, while lyrics are by Amitabh Bhattacharya and Yanamandra Ramakrishna. The
tune's junglee vibe and super catchy steps make for quite the winning combo. Add to that the infectious energy of Varun Dhawan and you get a dance track like no
other. Directed by Amar Kaushik, 'Bhediya' stars Varun Dhawan, Kriti Sanon, Deepak Dobriyal and Abhishek Banerjee among others.
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PRIYANKA CHOPRA CHEERS LOUD AS
NICK JONAS DEDICATES SONG TO HER
AT THE JONAS BROTHERS' CONCERT

RANVEER-DEEPIKA'S WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
FANS SHOWER WISHES ON THE ADORABLE COUPLE
One of the most loved couples in Bollywood Ranveer Singh and
Deepika Padukone have completed 4 years of wedded life. The
couple tied the knot on 14th November 2018. Both actors continue
to set relationship goals for millions of fans who first saw them on
screen in Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Ram-Leela in 2013. As the
adorable couple completes 4 years, fans have flooded Twitter with
their loving wishes and tweets. The couple dated for 6 years before
getting married. From being each other's cheerleaders to the cute
PDAs, Deepika-Ranveer never fail to win the hear ts of their fans.

Ranveer and Deepika were recently spotted together at an awards
show in Mumbai. The actors had not appeared together in public for
some time amid rumours of their separation. They both have a
slew of films lined up. Ranveer has Karan Johar’s 'Rocky Aur Rani
Ki Prem Kahani' and Rohit Shetty’s 'Cirkus'. Deepika will soon be
seen in 'Pathaan' alongside Shah Rukh Khan and John Abraham.
The action film will be released on January 25. She also has the
Hindi remake of 'The Intern' with Prabhas and Amitabh Bachchan,
and 'Fighter' with Hrithik Roshan.

Nickyamnka fans loved the moment. Reacting to the video, a
user wrote, "Awww!! Whoohoo Love, when he says my wife..
sounds sexy!And love these 2." another said, "Aww love love
love when he mentions Pri his wife." "I love how Nick always
mentions or gives a shout out to Pri when she's in the audience,"
a third one mentioned.
Upon her return to LA, Priyanka also gave fans a glimpse of
time with family. Priyanka and singer Nick Jonas got married
in a Christian and a Hindu ceremony in Jodhpur's Umaid Bhawan
Palace on December 1 and 2 in 2018. Later, the couple also
hosted two receptions in Delhi and Mumbai. In January 2022,
the two announced that they welcomed daughter Malti Marie
via surrogacy.  Meanwhile, on the work front, Priyanka will be
seen in international projects such as 'It's All Coming Back To Me',
and the series 'Citadel'. Produced by Russo Brothers, 'Citadel' will hit
the OTT on Prime Video. In Bollywood, she will be starring with Alia
Bhatt and Katrina Kaif in Farhan Akhtar's 'Jee Le Zaraa', which
promises to be another tale of friendship following the lineage
of 'Dil Chahta Hai' and 'Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara', both of
which have become cult classics over the years.

The makers of this slice-of-life film, starring Kajol in the lead, unveiled
the trailer on November 14, 2022. The Revathy directorial features
Vishal Jethwa, Rajeev Khandelwal, Rahul Bose, Aahana Kumra, and
Prakash Raj in pivotal roles. The trailer will undoubtedly make you
cry as it tells the hear twarming tale of a mother and son duo who
conquer challenges that life throws at them. The film is set to release
on 9th December 2022.
The trailer opens with several lighthear ted exchanges between Sujata,
played by Kajol, and her son Venky (played by Vishal Jethwa). Sujata
is caring for Venky, who is confined to a wheelchair and is terminally
ill. The visuals depict some hear twarming moments between a mother
and son. After that, Venky asks Sujata to grant his dying wish. Although
the teaser does not reveal the wish, Sujata refuses to grant it. Then
we witness Sujata agreeing to Venky's wish and going to great lengths
to make it a reality. The trailer ends with Sujata turning to look behind
her and Aamir Khan smiling as he stands at the back. What shines out
in the trailer is Venky's unwavering spirit.
The film's official synopsis reads, "Witness the story of Sujata and
her son Venky, as they navigate through the most challenging situations
one can ever face with a smile and teach us the true meaning of living
BIG. Based on a true story of a life well lived." The hear twarming
trailer captured the hear ts of fans. They flocked to the comment section
to react on it. One user wrote, "Aamir and Kajol iconic pair is back."
Another user wrote, "Vishal just nails every character he does and the

SALAAM VENKY TRAILER OUT: KAJOL AND HER AILING SON
CHALLENGE LIFE; AAMIR KHAN'S CAMEO WINS HEARTS

way he fits in this role god bless his acting is beyond perfection." A
third user commented, "I didn’t know Amir Khan would be there! What
a surprise."  On Monday, a grand trailer launch was held, and the
entire cast graced the event. Take a look at the pictures.

ADNAN SAMI SAYS HE WILL 'EXPOSE THE
REALITY' OF WHAT PAKISTAN DID TO HIM

MUMBAI, (IANS) Musician Adnan Sami recently penned a
scathing note attacking Pakistan establishment for harrassing
him and saying he will expose all that in due time, which will
leave many in shock. Adnan, who is been a citizen of India
since 2016, was born in the UK to a Pakistani father. Adnan has
never minced words in criticising Pakistan. In the latest
criticism, he has promised to 'expose the reality' of how the
administration treated him. He took to Twitter to share a long
note alongside a picture of himself. The note read: "Many people
ask me why I have such contempt towards Pakistan. The hard
truth is that I have absolutely no contempt towards the people
of Pakistan who have been good to me. I love everyone who
loves me- period." The singer said that he has issues with
Pakistan's establishment because of how he was "treated".
"However, I have major issues with the establishment. Those
who truly know me will also know what that establishment did to
me for many years which ultimately became one of the big reasons
for me to leave Pak," he added. Thee Padma Shri awardee
concluded: "One day, soon, I will expose the reality of how they
treated me which no many know, least of all the general public
which will shock many! I have remained silent about all this for
many years, but will choose the right moment to tell all..."

'BIGG BOSS 16': TINA DATTA GOES
AGAINST EVERYONE OVER CAPTAINCY

MUMBAI, (IANS) Cracks seem to develop in the new formed
family of 'Bigg Boss 16' as Tina Datta is seen locking horns
with Shalin Bhanot, Sajid Khan and MC Stan over captaincy.
A promo of the upcoming episode was shared by channel
Colors on Instagram. It shows that Tina Datta, Sajid Khan,
Shalin Bhanot, Nimrit Kaur, MC Stan, Shiv Thakare and Abdu
Rozik discuss becoming this week's captain of the house.
Amid the discussion, Sajid is heard saying: "I will become
captain this week."
Later, Shalin is seen telling Shiv that you want to become
captain every time. Tina also expresses her desire to become
the next captain. She says: "I also want to become captain
dude." However, MC Stan says: "Tina ke captaincy mein koi
kaam bhi nahi karega meko aisa lagta hai."
Tina gets upset with Sajid for not taking her side when he
promised to do so and questions him about the same, "half an
hour back you promised me and now you have broken the
promise" and Sajid says "nahi mein nahi mukar gaya" (No, I
did not go back). Moments later Tina goes up to Shalin and
says "don't say we are a family. Now I will flip."

FATIMA SANA SHAIKH SHARES HER STRUGGLE
WITH EPILEPSY ON SOCIAL MEDIA

MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood actress Fatima Sana Shaikh, who will be soon seen
as Indira Gandhi in 'Sam Bahadur', recently took to her social media to raise

awareness about epilepsy which she has also been suffering from.
November is known as the Epilepsy Awareness Month. Fatima Sana Shaikh has

been making a constant effor t to address this among the people and raise
awareness about the same. The actress addressed the cause while she opened

up a conversation on her social media for people to share their stories,
struggles, and challenges about the same.

Taking to the story section of her Instagram, she dropped a question writing: "It's
epilepsy month. Share your story, struggle, challenges Or just ask." She also

opened up about when she learnt about her health condition,
stating that it was during the time of 'Dangal' preparations she got

to know about the disorder. On being asked by one of her
followers about when she found out about it, the actress wrote: "(I)

was diagnosed when I was training for 'Dangal'. I got
an episode and woke up straight at the hospital... (I)

was in denial first (for five years). And now, I have
learnt to embrace it, and work and live around it."

On how she has been working with this condition, Fatima
wrote that she informs all her directors that she has

epilepsy. "They have always been very suppor tive and
understanding. They know of the challenges they

might face on the days I get an episode."
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FANS COME IN SUPPORT OF SHIV
THAKARE AFTER ARCHANA GAUTAM

RETURNS TO THE SHOW

B O L LY W O O D

UUNCHAI BOX OFFICE COLLECTION DAY 3
AMITABH BACHCHAN'S FILM SEES HUGE JUMP OVER THE WEEKEND
Amitabh Bachchan, Anupam Kher and Boman Irani's film Uunchai
which highlights the spirit of friendship is growing by the day. The film
hit the theaters on Friday and has been witnessing growth on each
consecutive day. The film saw its biggest jump on Sunday which took
its total to Rs 10 crore plus. Uunchai is having a successful run at the
ticket window. The film, which was released on limited screens
collected Rs 1.81 crore on the first day. The next day there was a fair
jump in the film's earnings. Saturday, the film did a business of Rs
3.64 crore and now on Sunday, the film had a huge jump. Repor tedly,
the film collected a sum of Rs 5.50 crore on Sunday. With this, the
total collection of the film now stands at Rs 10.95 crore. Sharing an
update about the films' weekend collections, film trade analyst, Girish
Johar tweeted, "Wknd #BoxOffice India...
#WakandaForever ~?40crs al l  langs.. #Uunchai ~ ?10crs..

#Yashoda ~ ?14.5crs al l  langs.. #KantaraHindi ~ ?6crs ...
#BOEstimates.."
"Though #BlackPanther is massive & in its own mega league, its
#Uunchai which has displayed strongest WOM," he added about
Uunchai.
Produced by Barjatya's family banner Rajshri, the film centres on four
friends in their twilight years, played by Amitabh Bachchan, Anupam
Kher, Boman Irani and Danny Denzongpa. "Uunchai" also stars
Parineeti Chopra, Neena Gupta, Sarika and Nafisa Ali Sodhi in pivotal
roles. The film, which finished its principal shooting earlier this year,
was extensively shot in Nepal, Delhi, Mumbai, Agra, Lucknow and
Kanpur. "Uunchai" marks Sooraj Barjatya's return to the big screen
seven years after his romantic drama "Prem Ratan Dhan Payo', starring
Salman Khan and Sonam Kapoor Ahuja.

Previously in Bigg Boss 16, Archana Gautam was sent out of
the house after she got physically violent with Shiv Thakare.
She clutched his neck during their verbal spat in one of the
most star tling episodes of Bigg Boss 16 this week. On the
'Weekend ka Vaar' episode, the host of the show Salman khan
lashed out at Shiv for instigating Archana. It was por trayed as
the whole concept of the fight was intentionally done to provoke
Archana.  After Shiv eliminated Archana, a number of recordings
from the Bigg Boss 16 house's live feed revealed Shiv had
intended to upset Archana by calling out the names of her par ty
and a par ticular "didi" in front of her. As a member of the Indian
National Congress, Archana quickly learned that the "didi"
phrase Shiv used to provoke her was actually referring to
Priyanka Gandhi. Though SHiv's fans have come in suppor t of
him after Archana re-entered the show as a wild card entry.
Fans have flooded Twitter with #ShivThakare and are calling
him the 'Lone Warrior'. One of the users tweeted, "Trend Speed
booster aler t!!!!!! 100 replies & 50 r ts on this tweet. Guys take
this seriously. Believe me... if everyone comment, then our
trend will definitely come up in the list. LONE WARRIOR SHIV
THAKARE". Another one wrote, " They purposely downed
#ShivThakare to make somebody rise. No, it isn't any female.
Chk the last few mins of the episode where the most silent,
gentleman kind of guy was yelling standing on the chair &
putting his point Matlab itna personality change after sk's back
wow". Another user added, "Jo kisi ko extra sabji bhi na khane
de wo giving nature ki hain. LONE WARRIOR SHIV THAKARE".

UNHAPPY WITH HERA PHERI 3 SCRIPT: AKSHAY KUMAR
BREAKS SILENCE ON KARTIK AARYAN REPLACING HIM
Hera Pheri 3 has been much discussed by the fans. After years of
wait, franchise star Paresh Rawal, who plays the role of Babu Rao,
recently confirmed on Twitter that Kar tik Aaryan will be par t of the
threequel and will be stepping in for Akshay Kumar. The rest of the
cast of Hear Pheri 3 is still to be confirmed by the makers but Akshay
not returning for the upcoming comedy film upset many. Social media
was soon flooded with fans recalling Akshay's iconic comedy scenes from
Hera Pheri films, demanding his return. Now, the Sooryavanshi actor has broken
his silence on why he is not part of Hera Pheri 3.
Revealing the reason why he will not be seen in Hera Pheri 3, Akshay said that he
was unhappy with the script that was offered to him. He also said that the movie
came to him first but he turned it down, emphasising he did it for the
fans. Akshay said, "Hera Pheri has been a par t of me. A lot of people
have good memories and even I have good memories of it. I feel sad
that for so many years par t three has not been made. We have to
dismantle things and star t thinking in a different way. The film was
offered to me. I was told about it. The screenplay and script, I was not
happy with it. I have to do what people want to see and that is why I
backed out and took a step behind. After Paresh Rawal confirmed that
Akshay has been replaced by Kar tik Aaryan in Hera Pheri 3, social
media was flooded with fan comments that demanded the former's

return to the franchise. Apologising to his fans, Akshay said, "It (Hera
Pheri) is a par t of my life and my journey. I am very upset that I am not
part of it but I am not happy with how things have shaped up, the creative aspects.
So I just backed out. I am grateful to my fans. I saw 'No Raju, No Hera Pheri' on trend
Twitter. As much as hurt they are, I am hurt too. It is a sad thing. I am very thankful
to everyone. My fans love me a lot. Their craze for me is unbound. I apologise to
them that I won't be doing Hera Pheri 3. Sorry."

AN ACTION HERO TRAILER: FURIOUS AYUSHMANN KHURRANA
FIGHTS JAIDEEP AHLAWAT, MALAIKA ARORA SURPRISES FANS
An Action Hero Trailer: Anirudh Iyer's directorial debut features
Ayushmann Khurrana in a never-seen-before avatar as he plays a
movie star caught in an action film scene in real life. Adding to the
thrill of the audience, the filmmakers have dropped the trailer of the
film. Ayushmann, who previously described the film as a 'disruptive
genre-breaker', took to his his verified social media accounts, and
wrote, "CUTTING STRAIGHT TO THE CHASE!#AnActionHero Trailer
Out Now! Catch this Thriller with a twist only in cinemas on 2nd
DECEMBER 2022!"
Featuring an ar tist's journey, both in front and behind the lens, An
Action Hero is set to enthral the audience with its slick action and
offbeat satirical sense of humour. The release of the film is highly
awaited. An Action Hero is slated to hit the big screen on December 2
and end all its fans' built-up intrigue.
An Action Hero is jointly produced by Aanand L Rai, T Series, and
Bhushan Kumar. Recently, filmmaker Aanand L Rai opened up about
casting Ayushmann Khurrana as the titular character. He said that the
National award-winning actor is always their first choice for any film
that has a twist. "Ayushmann is our first choice for any twisted story.

This is an action film with a twist and Ayushmann has come on board
due to the twist." An Action Hero went on floors in January this year
with its first schedule filmed in London. Speaking about his journey
shooting for the movie, Jaideep said, "Shooting for An Action Hero
was the best of both worlds - lots of learning and even more fun!
Working with the entire team of An Action Hero has been a joy ride
and an enriching experience.

MALLIKA SHERAWAT SAYS 'NO BOTOX,
NO FILLERS' IN INSTAGRAM POST,
FANS CALL HER 'NATURAL BEAUTY'

Mallika Sherawat shared a set of photos on her Instagram
handle and captioned it, "no botox, no fillers." She has seemingly
hit out at trolls who think she uses beauty enhancers for her
skin. In the candid images, the Murder actress soaked in the
sun and held some colourful flowers in her hand while getting
snapped. Mallika surely impressed the fans with her photos
and many jumped into the comments section to praise her
'natural beauty'. Mallika has living away from India for some
years now and repor tedly has settled down in Los Angeles,
USA.  In her latest set of images, Mallika posed in a colourful
dress. "NO Botox, NO fillers! I enjoy being as natural as GOD
made me (sic)," she captioned it and accompanied it with
hashtags, #posit iveaff i rmations, #healthymind and
#innerstrength and others.  On the movies front, Mallika was
last seen in RK/Rkay, which starred and was directed by Rajat
Kapoor. It depicted the interesting tale of an anxious director
named RK (Rajat Kapoor) who has finished shooting his new
film which fur ther takes a turn with a disturbing phone call
from the editing room saying the protagonist of the film is
missing from the film negatives. RK/RKAY also marked its
presence at several international festivals including Shanghai
international film festival, River to River Festival in Florence,
Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival, Austin Film
Festival, and Pune International Film Festival.

Asmita Sood gets candid about new show 'Janam Janam ka Sath'
MUMBAI, (IANS) 'Dil Hi Toh Hai' actress Ashmita
Sood, who plays a negative character in the show,
'Janam Janam ka Sath', said that she loves being
par t of it. "I think the title of the show 'Janam Janam
Ka Sath' is very apt because it brings out the exact
idea of what the story is about which is
reincarnation. I like the title a lot. The story of the
show revolves around three characters, and is
about love and hate. It's a story about how life has
transcended over time and there are things and
emotions that have still been carried over to the
next life," she said. She added: "I will be seen in a
negative role for the very first time. This time, I thought of experimenting a little where I am making life
difficult for the lead actors because I am a very possessive person." However, Asmita doesn't associate
much with her character, she said: "Honestly, I don't relate with my character because she's negative
but there are some possessive things that I might accept if I was in a relationship in real life too. I
guess we all have little of Trishala in us. It might not be that intense but I guess we all are possessive
for the people we love. But this was what made me sign up. The graph of my character was what
attracted me." She added: "Playing a lead role is a lot of responsibility, there is a lot on your shoulders.
But, this time, I am not feeling any pressure because I am enjoying my journey. As long as all three of
us enjoy the process, it's going to be fun." Meanwhile, Asmita is not one to get affected by competition.
"There's a lot of competition but more than that is a lot of oppor tunities.
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FULL THROTTLE: HRITHIK ROSHAN
STARTS SHOOTING FOR 'FIGHTER'

BIPASHA BASU, KARAN SINGH ANNOUNCE BIRTH OF BABY GIRL
DEVI; SURBHI JYOTI, SOPHIE CHOUDRY CONGRATULATE COUPLE
Bipasha Basu and Karan Singh Grover have welcomed their first child,
a baby daughter. The Bollywood couple became proud parents to a
girl after six years of marriage. They have named her Devi. In a post
on Instagram, Bipasha shared the happy news with her fans and
followers. Soon, congratulatory messages from film and TV industry
colleagues star ted pouring in. In August, the couple broke the big
news regarding their pregnancy on social media. Since then, the
actress has been posting adorable pictures and videos on Instagram,
documenting her pregnancy journey. Raaz actress Bipasha Basu
became a proud mother to a baby girl. She has named her Devi Basu

Singh Grover. In a picture shared on Instagram, Bipasha and Karan
were seen holding the feet of the newborn. She captioned her post, "Blessed."
Many celebrities including Surbhi Jyoti, hairstylist Aalim Hakim and Sophie Choudry
congratulated the couple on the big news. A few days ago, the new mommy hosted
a baby shower which had her close friends and family in attendance. Bipasha
Basu looked drop-dead gorgeous in a pink gown, while Karan Singh Grover
looked dashing in a blue suit as they arrived for the shower, keeping in
line with the dress code of pink and blue. The duo posed for photos in
front of a wall that was decked up with floral arrangements and pink
and purple balloons. The wall read, "A little monkey is on the way!"

RANVEER SINGH HONOURED WITH ETOILE D'OR AWARD AT
MARRAKECH FILM FESTIVAL; DANCES ON 'MALHARI'

Ranveer Singh has been honored with the Etoile d'Or award at the
19th edition of the Marrakech International Film Festival, this year. On
the opening night of the Marrakech, the actor set the stage on fire
when he performed one of his characteristic energy dances to the
popular song 'Malhari.' Not just this, Ranveer cheered up the crowd by singing
an impromptu rap number from Gully Boy. As Ranveer was presented with
Marrakech's Etoile d'Or trophy, he said, "This is the darkest period. When I look at
the world around me, I see all sor ts of pain and suffering. I feel that in
my capacity as an enter tainer, the best thing I can do is lighten people's
burden." Following the opening ceremony performance, he moved to Marrakech's
famous Jemaa El Fna Square where Ranveer's Sanjay Leela Bhansali directorial
film 'Bajirao Mastani' was screened. There he treated the crowd to a rendition of a
rap number from 'Gully Boy' and once again danced. "You put me on a stage
and give me a mike, and I feel compelled to sing you a song, or do you
a dance, or show you a movie, or tell you a story," he added.

MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood star Hrithik Roshan, who was most
recently seen in 'Vikram Vedha', has finally star ted the shoot of
his next movie 'Fighter' in which he will share the screen with
Deepika Padukone.
The movie, which will be directed by Hrithik's 'War' director,
Siddhar th Anand, will also star Anil Kapoor in the lead.
Taking to social media, Mar fl ix Productions, the banner
producing 'Fighter', shared a picture of Hrithik Roshan along
with director Siddhar th Anand flying off for the shoot. In the
caption, they wrote "And it begins". #FIGHTER (sic)."

IS RAKHI SAWANT FILING LAWSUIT
AGAINST HER BOYFRIEND ADIL?

Rakhi Sawant and her boyfriend Adil's whirlwind romance and
PDA is something everyone is aware of and those who are not
are probably living under a rock. The enter tainment queen
doesn't miss a chance to make headlines. While her feud with
Sherlyn Chopra rages on, Rakhi is back in the news after rumours
surfaced that she had filed an FIR against her boyfriend, Adil
Khan Durrani. Now, she has finally broken the silence about the
rumours. The video is going viral on the Internet.
According to repor ts, the couple's relationship has struck rock
bottom, and Adil allegedly assaulted Rakhi. On Thursday
morning, Rakhi went to Oshiwara police station in Mumbai to
settle the matter. As she left the police station, she spoke with
the paparazzi and clarified that she had not filed any charges
against Adil and that someone was circulating rumours.
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Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE: A.R. RAHMAN BRINGS HIS DIRECTORIAL DEBUT ‘LE MUSK,’ A CINEMATIC SENSORY
EXPERIENCE, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CANADIAN COMPANY MALARR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
 It is a 36-minute-long cinematic sensory experience that can ONLY be experienced in VR
motion chairs specially designed for the film, that combines vir tual reality, with motion,
music, scent, and haptics.
The idea for the film came from Rahman's wife Saira who is a connoisseur of per fumes and
wished to employ scent as a narrative device in immersive cinema. "Inspired by that
thought I went on a journey to understand vir tual reality filmmaking and exhibition and
directed this film based on a screenplay by Gurachi Phoenix," said Rahman who has also
composed the music scores for the film. The cast includes Nora Arnezeder ("Army of the
Dead") and Guy Burnet ("Oppenheimer") in lead roles, alongside Munirih Grace ("Pure") and

Mariam Zohrabyan.
Imagined by AR Rahman and suppor ted by Ideal Enter tainment and Intel as co-producers and
Thenandal Studio and Palani Andavar Holdings as associate producers, the movie has
received an acclaimed welcome at the 75th Cannes Festival. It was shot in Rome on 14
different cameras capturing super-resolution quality video and post-produced in stereoscopic
360 VR workflow at higher resolution and frame rate and was finished by ten VFX houses from
around the world. MALARR Enter tainment par tnered in this venture signalling vir tual reality is the
key to the future of storytelling.
AR Rahman has been described as the world's most prominent and prolific film composer by Time
Magazine and one of the world's all-time top selling recording ar tists.

Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE WITH OSCAR WINNER A.R. RAHMAN
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MALAIKA ARORA WISHES HER EX ARBAAZ
KHAN AS HIS PRODUCTION STARRING
RAVEENA TANDON BEGINS FILMING

TAMANNAAH BHATIA SET TO TIE THE KNOT WITH MUMBAI-
BASED BUSINESSMAN? HERE'S WHAT WE KNOW!

Tamannaah Bhatia is one of the most prominent actresses in the
Indian film industry. With her work in both Hindi and South Indian
cinema, the actress has amassed a massive fan base over the years.
She is quite active on social media and often shares glimpses of
her personal life. However, when it comes to her love life, the
actress remains tight-lipped. Now, there are reports that say a
wedding is on the cards for the actress. If the repor ts are to be believed,
the Baahubali actress is all set to tie the knot with a Mumbai-based
businessman soon.
According to the repor ts, the businessman has repor tedly been
making effor ts to win her over for some time. We are still awaiting an
official announcement regarding Tamannaah's nuptials. There are
speculations floating around that the actress has made the decision
to get married and have a family. She has been in a relationship with

a young businessman from Mumbai, who has made her a marriage
proposal. Tamannaah appears to have accepted the proposal at last.
An announcement on Tamannaah's wedding will be made soon, if
sources are to be believed.
Meanwhile, on the work front, the actress was last seen in Babli
Bouncer and Plan A Plan B. Both films were released in September,
and they received mixed reviews from critics. Now, Tamannaah has
many projects in the pipeline for 2022-23 including Gur thunda
Seethakalam, F3, Bole Chudiyan, Bhola Shankar, and many more.
She will also be seen in Amazon Prime Video's ‘Jee Karda’. The series
also stars Suhail Nayyar and Aashim Gulati. It is helmed by Arunima
Sharma and produced by Dinesh Vijan. It is made under the banner of
Maddock Films. The series follows seven childhood friends as they
navigate adulthood while celebrating life.

Malaika Arora and Arbaaz Khan divorced in 2017 and have
been on cordial terms with each other. They are co-parenting
their son Arhaan, who is studying in the US. Time and again
exes Malaika and Arbaaz are snapped in public with Arhaan.
Now, as Arbaaz's upcoming production Patna Shukla went on
the floors, Malaika congratulated him and wished him good
luck. The movie began filming on November 16 in Bhopal and
Arbaaz took to social media to share the news with his fans
and followers. Arbaaz Khan shared on Instagram that his
upcoming production, under the banner Arbaaz Khan Production,
Patna Shukla has begun filming. Soon his Instagram post was
flooded with congratulatory messages. Among those who
wished Arbaaz was his ex-wife Malaika Arora, who wrote, "All
the best." Sanjay Kapoor, Himansh Kohli, Sonal Chauhan, Manav
Vij and Arbaaz's rumoured girlfriend Giorgia Andriani also
posted comments in the Instagram post.

KERALA HC STAYS PROCEEDINGS
AGAINST SUNNY LEONE AND HUSBAND
DANIEL WEBER IN 2019 CHEATING CASE

The Kerala High Cour t on Wednesday stayed a cheating case
registered against actor Sunny Leone (Karanjit Kaur Vohra)
and her husband Daniel Weber. Acting on a petition filed by the
couple and their employee, the cour t stayed the case and all
fur ther actions related to it. The complainant had alleged that
despite paying Leone lakhs of rupees to appear and perform in
events, she did not show up. Subsequently, a case was
registered against the couple alleging commission of offences
punishable under Sections 406 (criminal breach of trust), 420
(cheating and dishonesty inducing delivery of proper ty) and 34
(acts done by several persons in fur therance of common
intention) of the Indian Penal Code. Their plea also pointed out
that the complainant had also moved a civil suit with the same
allegations which was dismissed by a Magistrate Cour t in July
2022 for want of evidence. Therefore, they sought to quash the
proceedings against them. In February 2021, single-judge
Justice Ashok Menon had granted the trio interim protection
from arrest on their applications seeking anticipatory bail.

AKSHAY KUMAR TO PLAY SARDAR JASWANT SINGH GILL IN NEW
BIOPIC; KNOW ALL ABOUT THE REAL-LIFE HERO

Akshay Kumar new film: Bollywood superstar Akshay Kumar has announced
his project. This time, he will be moving away from masala Bollywood films
and will portray a real-life hero. Surprising his fans on Wednesday, the actor said
he is set to play mining engineer Jaswant Singh Gill in an upcoming biopic. Gill had
rescued 64 miners from a flooded quarry in West Bengal in 1989.
Akshay Kumar to play Sardar Jaswant Singh Gill
The actor said this in response to Union coal minister Pralhad Joshi's Twitter
post, in which he remembered Gill on the 33rd anniversary of the country's
"first coal mine rescue mission".
"Grateful to you @JoshiPralhad ji, for recalling India's first coal mine rescue
mission - this day 33yrs ago. It's an honour for me to play
#SardarJaswantSinghGill in a film. It's a story like no other! @easterncoal
(sic)," Akshay wrote on the microblogging site.
Who is Jaswant Singh Gill?
A resident of Amritsar, Gill had received several awards for his act of bravery
in 1989. He had volunteered and saved the lives of 64 people from a flooded
mine in Raniganj area of West Bengal. Gill died in 2019 at the age of 80. The
untitled Hindi film is produced by Pooja Entertainment. Tinu Suresh Desai,
who helmed "Rustom" also starring Akshay, is reportedly attached to direct
the project. "Grateful to #PralhadJoshi ji for remembering him today. The
mightiest heroes are the ones that remain grounded, but this one went further
below to save the lives of many! "With a lot of pride, we bring to you the heroic

act of IND's 1st Coalmine Rescue by late #SardarJaswantSinghGill (sic),"
the production banner said in a tweet.
Eastern Coalfield Limited too remembered JSwant Singh Gill. "On Rescue
Day, we commemorate the act of bravery of late Sardar Jaswant Singh Gill.
He rescued 65 trapped coal miners 33 years ago on this very day. He will be
remembered forever," the tweet reads. Earlier, this month Akshay had
announced he will play the role of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj in Mahesh
Manjrekar's Marathi film "Vedat Marathe Veer Daudle Saat".

SHAH RUKH KHAN LEAVES FOR SAUDI ARABIA TO RESUME 'DUNKI' SHOOT?
Shah Rukh Khan flew out of Mumbai early on Wednesday morning, a
few days after returning from Dubai. Following this, speculations
around the Bollywood superstar resuming the shoot of his upcoming
film 'Dunki' star ted spreading on social media. Several videos and
pictures of the actor were shared online in which SRK could be seen
donning a brown jacket, blue t-shir t and cargo pants.
Soon after the actor's videos got viral, fans star ted speculating that
the actor might have left to shoot for the next schedule of Rajkumar
Hirani's film 'Dunki' in Saudi Arabia. The major reason behind fans'
speculations was the 'Paheli' actor's look. A few months back, a
picture got viral on social media from the sets of his upcoming
Rajkumar Hirani directorial film 'Dunki' in which Shah Rukh Khan
could be seen with his co-actor Taapsee Pannu. SRK looked handsome
in a rugged messy look as he was captured talking to his crew. In the
image, which was shared by fan accounts, Shah Rukh was seen
dressed in a simple checked shir t and black pants, with a 'kada' on
his wrist. He also spor ted a beard as he faces sideward while the
camera captures him shooting at a riverside.
Meanwhile, Dunki marks the first collaboration of Shah Rukh Khan
with director Rajkumar Hirani. The film will highlight the rampant use
of an illegal backdoor route called 'Donkey Flight' by Indians to
immigrate to countries like Canada and USA. The announcement of

the mega project was made through a hilarious video shared by SRK
himself. "Dear @RajkumarHirani sir, Aap toh Mere Santa Claus
nikle. Aap shuru karo main time pe pahunch jaunga. actually main
toh set par hi rehne lagunga. Feeling humbled & excited to finally
work with you.Bringing to you all #Dunki in cinemas on 22nd
December 2023," he captioned the post.

BLACK PANTHER 2 BOX OFFICE COLLECTIONS: WAKANDA FOREVER SEES MAJOR
DROP IN INDIA; KNOW DAY-WISE EARNINGS
Wakanda Forever earned phenomenally well on its opening
weekend in India. However, on weekdays the film is witnessing
major drops. The film took a dip of 65% and has managed to earn
over Rs 45 cr so far. A sequel to Chadwick Boseman starrer Black
Panther, the Marvel film has been lauded for its impressive VFX
and soundtrack.
Black Panther 2 Box Office Report
Despite a drop in its earnings, Black Panther: Wakanda Forever is
expected to earn over Rs 50 cr in India in the first week of its
release. "Black Panther: Wakanda Forever took a hit on Monday as
it dropped 65% and collected around 4.25 crore nett which takes
the business of the film to 43.50 crore nett. The collections of film
over the first week should be around 55-56 crore nett which will be
a good collections despite the Monday drop," Box Office India repor ted.
About Black Panther
Black Panther: Wakanda Forever picks after the events of Avengers: Endgame. Thanos' snap has had devastating effects on Wakandas
and they were slowly recuperating from it and now they are struck with a bigger tragedy -- the death of T'Challa. Directed by Ryan Coogler
and produced by Kevin Feige and Nate Moore, Wakanda Forever ventures back to the kingdom of Wakanda where a new threat emerges.
The action-packed feature film traverses the hidden undersea nation called Talokan.

In a major relief for Jacqueline Fernandez, the Bollywood actress
has been granted regular bail by a Delhi Cour t on Tuesday in a
Rs 200 crore money laundering case involving conman Sukesh
Chandrashekar. Jacqueline has to furnish a Rs 2 lakh personal
bond and will have to seek the permission of the Cour t before
travelling abroad. Until now, she was out on interim bail but
now has been granted regular bail. The cour t had on September
26 granted interim bail to her on a personal bond of Rs 50,000.
Jacqueline Fernandez grated bail by Court
In August, a supplementary charge sheet was filed by the
Enforcement Directorate (ED) and Jacqueline was named as
an accused in the Rs 200 crore money laundering case for the
f irst  t ime. The cour t had then taken cognizance of a
supplementary charge sheet f i led by the Enforcement
Directorate and asked her to appear before the cour t. She was
out on interim bail. Now, she has been granted regular bail, but
not without conditions. She has to furnish a personal bond of
Rs 2 lakh and will have to seek the permission of the Cour t
before abroad travel.
Jacquline accused of taking gifts from conman Sukesh
Chandrashekar
According to ED, Jacqueline Fernandez had received luxury
cars and other expensive gifts from jailed conman Sukesh
Chandrashekar. ED stated that Jacqueline's statements were
recorded on August 30 and October 20, 2021, where she
admitted to having received gif ts from Chandrashekar. The
agency alleged the actor and her family received "proceeds of
crime" wor th more than Rs 7.12 crore between February-August,
2021. In here statement to the authorities, Jacqueline has
claimed that the FDs attached by the ED in the money
laundering case were created out of her own personal money
and were not 'proceeds of crime'.

JACQUELINE FERNANDEZ GRANTED BAIL
BY DELHI COURT IN RS 200 CRORE

MONEY LAUNDERING CASE



ENGLAND DEFEAT PAKISTAN
BECOME 2-TIME T20 WORLD CUP CHAMPIONS

England became 2-time T20 World Cup champions after they
defeated Pakistan by 5 wickets in the MCG on Sunday. Ben
Stokes and Moeen Ali played their par ts meticulously as a
Shaheen Shah Afridi injury pushed Pakistan fur ther into a
disadvantageous position.

Pakistan successfully neutralized the threat of Jos Buttler and Alex
Hales as both batters went back to the pavilion without doing excessive
damage. Hales was bowled by Shaheen Afridi for 1 run while Buttler
went back in the last over inside the powerplay for fiery 26 runs off 17
balls. Philip Salt, playing in place of the injured Dawid Malan could
not make much difference to the scoreboard before being picked up
by Haris Rauf for 10 runs.
Earlier, England left-arm pacer Sam Curran and leg-spinner Adil Rashid
put relentless pressure on the Pakistan batting line-up to restrict the
opposition to a below-par 137 for eight.

Curran, who made comeback from an injury earlier this year, has
been England’s ‘go to’ bowler in the competition and he proved that on
the big stage with brilliant figures of 4-0-12-3.
The wily Rashid (4-1-22-2) wasn’t going to be left far behind as he
choked the run-flow in the middle overs with as many as 25 dot balls
between him and Curran.
Rashid, with his stupendous effor t, time and again showed how the
Indian team management bungled its script by letting Yuzvendra Chahal
cool his heels throughout the tournament.
The MCG track had enough bounce and pace but Buttler’s best
performing bowling duo (Curran and Rashid) did exactly the opposite
– take the pace off their deliveries.
Babar Azam (32), Mohammad Rizwan (15), Shan Masood (38) and
Shadab Khan (20) were the only ones who reached double figures but
they couldn’t capitalise on the star ts.

ENGLAND’S SAM CURRAN
NAMED PLAYER OF
TOURNAMENT
England left-arm pacer Sam Curran
was named the player of the
tournament following his team’s five
wicket win over Pakistan in the T20
World Cup final. Curran, who made
a comeback from injury earlier this
year, was also the player of the match for his remarkable figures of three for 12 in
four overs in the summit clash. He ended the tournament with 13 wickets at an
impressive economy rate of 6.52 runs per over. “MCG has big square boundaries,
so I knew my into the wicket type bowling would work and try to make them hit
square of the wicket. We felt the wicket was not as good as we thought it would be.
“It was nipping around everywhere and it was challenge to chase.
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KIERON POLLARD ANNOUNCES
RETIREMENT FROM IPL, APPOINTED AS

MUMBAI INDIANS BATTING COACH

QUESTIONS ON SENIORS’ FUTURE
POST T20 WORLD CUP DEBACLE

Big questions have been asked of the much-touted Indian outfit after it
crashed out of the T20 World Cup by losing by 10 wickets to England
at the semifinal stage on Thursday night in Adelaide.
Some of those per tain to the team selection, specifically the playing
eleven, and head coach Rahul Dravid was not willing to talk about
likely changes to the composition for next year’s 50-over World Cup
so soon after his team was knocked out.
One of the intriguing questions that remains unanswered is why leg
spinner Yuzvendra Chahal was not given a single chance to play in
any of the six matches the team figured in here in Australia.
Chahal, who till recently, was the prime spinner in the squad but has
been regularly left out of the eleven since then.
The 32-year-old leg spinner last played against Australia in the series
held in India in September with a reasonable amount of success. But
he was not fielded in any of the league matches India played in the
T20 World Cup or in the semifinal against England that India lost
comprehensively.
All the players were in the running to be selected for the clash against
England, Dravid had said ahead of the match.
Without Chahal and the injured Jasprit Bumrah, the Indian attack lacked
teeth that resulted in Buttler and Alex Hales hit individual, unbeaten
80-plus scores to knock India out of the competition as England
successfully chased down India’s 168 with four overs and ten wickets
in hand. “I’m sure that when you lose in a semifinal, yes, I know it’s
disappointing, but yeah, I’m sure there are things we can look back
on, reflect on and see that we’ve improved in and we can take forward
and move forward as we build for the next World Cup (50-overs a side
to be held in India),” Dravid said at the post match presser in Adelaide.
Dravid also deflected a question specifically asking about the future
of seniors Rohit Sharma, the captain, Virat Kohli, Ravichandran
Ashwin, Mohammed Shami and Bhuvneshwar Kumar.
“Well, it’s too early to talk about it right now just after a semifinal
game. These guys have been terrific performers for us. We have a

couple of years to reflect on it. There’s some really good quality
players here, so absolutely not the right time to talk about this stuff or
think about this stuff right now. We’ll have enough games, enough
matches as we go on ahead, and India will try and build and prepare
for the next World Cup,” Dravid answered.
Matthew Hayden, the former Australian opener who is connected with
the Pakistan team as its batting mentor, noted on Friday the absence
of a leggie from the Indian ranks against England when talking about
the upcoming final on November 13 here.
“One of the things I think India was missing last night, also in the spin
bowling depar tment, was the leg spinning opt ion,” Hayden
commented when talking to repor ters about the upcoming final
between Pakistan and England at the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
Did India, in spite of having a mental-conditioning coach in Paddy
Upton, capitulate, unable to handle the pressure of playing in a World
Cup final?
Hayden gave an interesting reflection on this aspect.
“World Cup cricket is a very emotional campaign. Tournament play is
very separate to the future tours programme (FTP) play. When it comes
to these huge tournaments we know what it all means — it means the
opportunity to lift the World Cup, means the oppor tunity to set nations
al ight and reinvigorate a nat ion through the nat ional team’s
performance. And it has got a definitive time. One month, as we knew
at the star t of this tournament, that someone is going to win and, come
Sunday, someone will win. And someone will lose as well.
“On the day that matters, on the day how they handle pressure, on the day who got
their game preparations spot on, on the day who can handle their emotions, on the
day how individuals set up the play — all those cliches in sports matter in the big
games. And that’s why you often see in semifinals and final one side capitulate
beyond the point of recognition, almost. You saw that last night that
Team India were defeated wicket-less (by England), so anything can
happen. Generally you have to have your stuff together and Pakistan
has done well over the last couple of weeks,” said Hayden.

Mumbai Indian superstar Kieron Pol lard announced his
retirement from the Indian Premier League (IPL) on Tuesday.
The 35-year-old will continue to be par t of the franchise as a
batting coach. In a statement, the West Indian said, “It hasn’t
been the easiest decision to make as I intend to keep playing for a
few more years, but following discussions with Mumbai Indians I
have a franchise which has achieved so much that needs to transition
and if I’m no longer to play for MI then I cannot see myself playing
against MI either. ‘Once an MI always an MI’. This is not an emotional
goodbye to MI however as I have agreed to take up the role of
batting coach in the IPL as well as play with MI Emirates.”

NOVAK BEATS STEFANOS TSITSIPAS FOR
9TH STRAIGHT TIME AT ATP FINALS

Novak Djokovic beat Stefanos Tsitsipas for the ninth straight
time by 6-4, 7-6 (4) in the players’ opening match at the ATP
Finals on Monday. Djokovic has beaten Tsitsipas in his third
straight tournament following wins in Astana, Kazakhstan and
at the Paris Masters. “All the matches we’ve played have been
decided by two or three points and that was again the case
tonight,” Djokovic said. He broke Tsitsipas in the opening game
and held from there to close out the first set. “A break in these
conditions is decisive,” Djokovic said of the fast indoor cour t.
A cross-cour t backhand passing shot winner that landed on the
line helped Djokovic move ahead in the second-set tiebreaker.

WILLIAMSON CALLS HARDIK PANDYA A
‘MATCH-WINNER,’ AND HAS ‘HIGH HOPES’

FOR SRH TEAMMATE UMRAN MALIK
New Zealand skipper Kane Williamson has hailed India’s stand-
in skipper Hardik Pandya as ‘one of the most sought-after match-
winners in the game and has high hopes from his Sunrirsers
Hyderabad’s teammate Umran Malik.
A week after playing their semi-final matches in the T20 World
Cup, India and New Zealand and India will be up against each
other in the white-ball series. The two teams will play three
T20Is and three ODIs, star ting from November 18.
Hardik is a superstar of the game. I played against him on a
number of occasions. He is one of the most sought-after match-winners.
And the fact that he is an all-rounder, his bowling is going really well, and he
can hit the ball as he does. He is a special cricketer. As for his leadership
skill goes, I haven’t played with him, so I exactly don’t know, but he has had
a lot of success in the IPL. Umran (Malik) is an exciting talent. His raw pace
is a real asset to the team. To see him in the international scene
now has been excellent. And I think when you’ve got that ability
to bowl 150 mark as a fast bowler, it’s exhilarating. I think by
being in the squad; clearly, there is high hopes that he will have
an involvement with Indian cricket for a long time.
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LIMIT SCREEN TIME FOR KIDS TO
2 HRS A DAY: STUDY

MOUNI ROY IS A VISION TO BEHOLD IN

THIS GOLD METALLIC GOWN

MOUNI ROY WHO ALREADY HAD A MASSIVE FAN FOLLOWING BECAME ALL THE MORE POPULAR AMONG FANS POST HER APPEARANCE
IN BRAHMASTRA PART ONE: SHIVA. MOUNI’S ROLE AS THE ANTAGONIST JUNOON WAS LAUDED BY ALL. MOUNI HAS PROVEN HER
ACTING SKILLS AND CREATED A SPECIAL PLACE IN FANS’ HEARTS WITH HER EXCEPTIONAL FASHION CHOICES. HER STYLE STATEMENT
IS ABSOLUTELY INSPIRING AND WORTH BOOKMARKING FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. RECENTLY, MOUNI ROY POSTED PICTURES IN A
GOLDEN ENVY-INDUCING OUTFIT LEAVING HER FANDOM STUNNED AS SHE KILLED THE LOOK WITH HER GRACE AND CONFIDENCE.

TAMANNAAH BHATIA MRUNAL THAKURANANYA PANDAYBHUMI PEDNEKARHINA KHAN

TESLA OPENS ITS EV CONNECTOR DESIGN
TO OTHER AUTOMAKERS

Elon Musk-owned electric vehicle company Tesla has started to allow other
automakers to use its EV connector design.
The Tesla charging connector, which combines AC charging and up to 1
mega-watt of DC in a "slim package", is the most well-known connector in
North America, the company said in a blogpost.
It is half the size, twice as powerful, and has no moving parts compared to
Combined Charging System (CCS) connectors. "We invite charging network
operators and vehicle manufacturers to put the Tesla charging connector and
charge port, now called the North American Charging Standard (NACS), on
their equipment and vehicles," the EV maker said. "Tesla's Supercharging
network has 60 per cent more NACS posts than all the CCS-equipped networks
combined," it added. NACS is the common charging standard in the US. Tesla
owners can expect charging at other networks without adapters as network
operators already have plans in place to implement NACS at their chargers.

AVERAGE HOME PRICE IN CANADA DOWN BY 9.9% TO $644K,
SALES DOWN BY 36% IN OCTOBER FROM LAST YEAR

Home sales recorded over Canadian MLS® Systems edged up by 1.3%
between September and October 2022. While not a large increase, it was
significant in that it was the first monthly gain since February.
About 60% of all local markets saw sales rise in October, although both
gains and declines were generally small across the board. The largest
gain, a 6% increase in Greater Vancouver, was offset by a 2.4% decrease
in activity in Montreal. The actual (not seasonally adjusted) number of
transactions in October 2022 came in 36% below that same month last
year, and stood about 15% below the pre-COVID-19 10-year average for
the month. “In October, sales across the country increased for the first
time since before interest rates started to rise last winter,” said Jill Oudil,
Chair of CREA. “Of course, we’ve known the demand was there, so it’s
just been a matter of some playing the waiting game as borrowing costs
and prices have adjusted. Moving into 2023, sellers and buyers will likely continue
coming off the sidelines, but it’s a very different market compared to just one year
ago. As always, for information and guidance about how to navigate the current
marketplace, your best bet is to contact your local REALTOR®,” continued Oudil.
“October provided another month’s worth of data suggesting the slow down in
Canadian housing markets is winding up,” said Shaun Cathcart, CREA’s Senior
Economist. “Sales actually popped up from September to October, and the decline

A study conducted by a research scholar of the Allahabad University's
anthropology department has recommended that the screen time should
be reduced to less than two hours per day, especially during early
childhood. The study has underlined the importance of parental monitoring
and devising a policy to regulate the ownership of digital devices like TV,
laptops and smar tphones. The study was published by Sage in the
international journal, "Bulletin of Science, Technology and Society" and
conducted by Madhvi Tripathi, the research scholar who has done Ph.D
under assistant professor Shailendra Kumar Mishra. It underscores the
importance of parental monitoring and devising a policy to regulate the
ownership of digital devices. "Given that Prayagraj holds the largest population
in the state (Census 2011), a cross-sectional study was conducted on 400
children using the two-stage random sampling method. In the first stage,
10 municipal wards were randomly selected in the Prayagraj city. Each
of these wards have a total population between 11,000 and 22,000.

in prices on a month-to-month basis got smaller for the fourth month in a row.” The
number of newly listed homes was up 2.2% on a month-over-month basis in
October, with gains in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and the B.C. Lower Mainland
offsetting declines in Montreal and Halifax-Dartmouth. With sales up by a little less
than new listings in October, the sales-to-new listings ratio eased back to 51.6%
compared to 52% in September. The long-term average for this measure is
55.1%. There were 3.8 months of inventory on a national basis at the end
of October 2022, up slightly from 3.7 months at the end of September.
While the number of months of inventory is still well below the long-term
average of about five months, it is also up quite a bit from the all-time low
of 1.7 months set at the beginning of 2022. The Aggregate Composite
MLS® Home Price Index (HPI) edged down 1.2% on a month-over-month basis
in October 2022, the smallest decline since June. The non-seasonally adjusted
Aggregate Composite MLS® HPI edged down 0.8% on a year-over-year
basis in October. The actual (not seasonally adjusted) national average
home price was $644,643 in October 2022, down 9.9% from the same
month last year. The national average price is heavily influenced by
sales in Greater Vancouver and the GTA, two of Canada’s most active and
expensive housing markets. Excluding these two markets from the
calculation cuts almost $125,000 from the national average price.
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10 FACTS ABOUT PNEUMONIA

L I F E S T Y L E

Pneumonia is a serious, potentially life-threatening lung infection that
can strike both children and adults. It is the single biggest infectious
killer of adults and children, with an annual mortality rate of roughly
2.5 million adults and children globally.
India accounts for 23 per cent of the global pneumonia burden with
fatality rates ranging between 14 and 30 per cent.
Dr. Gautam Wankhede, Director of Medical Affairs of Mylab Discovery
Solutions shares a few facts you should know about pneumonia:
* Pneumonia can be caused by a wide variety of bacteria, viruses,
and fungi in the air we breathe. The infection causes inflammation in
the air sacs of the lungs which leads to cough with phlegm or pus,
fever, chills, and trouble breathing.
* Both viral and bacterial pneumonia is contagious.
* Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is the most common type of
pneumonia. CAP is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mor tality
in India and worldwide and one of the most serious respiratory illnesses
among various infections causing sepsis.
* Typical bacterial pathogens that cause CAP include Streptococcus
pneumonia, Haemophilus influenza, and Moraxella catarrhalis.
* An impor tant factor in the management of pneumonia is the early
diagnosis of the causative pathogen based on which appropriate anti-
bacterial, anti-viral, or anti-fungal treatment can be star ted soon.
* Appropriate medical history and physical examination are impor tant

par ts of making a pneumonia diagnosis.
* Most pneumonia cases are diagnosed with a chest X-ray, blood
culture test, and a CT scan of the chest in some cases. Bronchoscopy
is advised in a few cases if the initial symptoms are severe or not
responding well to antibiotics.
* Microbiological tests are not completely reliable in identifying the
cause of pneumonia, and in 40-70 per cent of pneumonia cases, the
cause is never determined.
* Molecular tests like RT-PCR identify a specific pathogen and help to
distinguish between bacterial and viral infection and some newer
molecular tests also provide information about antibiotic susceptibility.
The new age RT-PCR-based molecular diagnostic kits look for the
presence of 15-30 different pneumonia-causing pathogens at the same
time and provide answers within 2-3 hours unlike the traditional culture
methods which take 3-5 days
* In most cases pneumonia can be prevented by improving hygiene,
vaccinations, and adequate nutrition and by addressing environmental factors
such as air pollution. When it comes to preventing pneumonia in children,
immunisation against HIB, pneumococcus, measles, and whooping cough
(pertussis) is very effective besides the factors mentioned above.
This ‘World Pneumonia Day’ – celebrated annually on November 12,
let’s raise awareness of the impor tance of diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of pneumonia.

REPEAT COVID INFECTIONS PUT PEOPLE AT ORGAN FAILURE, DEATH RISK: STUDY
A team of US researchers has revealed that repeated Covid infections
contribute significant additional risk of adverse health conditions in
multiple organ systems, putting people at a high risk of organ failure and
death. The study from Washington University School of Medicine in St.
Louis and the Veterans Affairs St. Louis Health Care system in the US,
published in the journal Nature Medicine, documented the health
consequences of Covid reinfection.
Such outcomes include hospitalisation, disorders affecting the lungs,
heart, brain, and the body’s blood, musculoskeletal and gastrointestinal
systems, and even death.
Reinfection also contributes to diabetes, kidney disease and mental health
issues, they wrote. “During the past few months, there’s been an air of
invincibility among people who have had Covid-19 or their vaccinations
and boosters, and especially among people who have had an infection
and also received vaccines; some people star ted to referring to these
individuals as having a sort of superimmunity to the virus,” said senior
author Ziyad Al-Aly, a clinical epidemiologist at Washington University.
Without ambiguity, “our research showed that getting an infection a second,

third or four th time contributes to additional health risks in the acute
phase, meaning the first 30 days after infection, and in the months beyond,
meaning the long Covid phase,” Al-Aly added.
Additionally, the study indicated that the risk seems to increase with
each infection. “This means that even if you’ve had two Covid-19 infections,
it’s better to avoid a third,” Al-Aly said. “And if you’ve had three infections,
it’s best to avoid the fourth.”
For this study, the researchers analysed about 5.8 million de-identified
medical records in a database maintained by the U.S. Depar tment of
Veterans Affairs, the nation’s largest integrated health-care system. The
study accounted for variants such as delta, omicron and BA.5.
Overall, the researchers found that people with Covid-19 reinfections
were twice as likely to die and three times more likely to be hospitalised
than those with no reinfection.
Additionally, people with repeat infections were three-and-a-half times
more likely to develop lung problems, three times more likely to suffer
heart conditions and 1.6 times more likely to experience brain conditions
than patients who had been infected with the virus once.

THE WEIGHT OF JUDGMENT
It is hardly news that obese people suffer tremendous discrimination.
The bias gets often overlooked in other fields, but when it comes to the
dating world, obesity-related discrimination is weightier than anywhere
else. Dating app, QuackQuack, ran a survey and a poll among users
between the age of 23 and 33, both from tier 1 and 2 cities, to analyse
the impact of obesity on an average human's dating life. Among many
others, the opinion poll asking people if their weight issues have weighed
in on their relationships says around 27 percent of people have faced
rampant judgment and rejection owing to the stigma around obesity.
They mentioned that even after you lose the "unwanted" weight, it
remains a challenge to gain back your lost confidence and self-esteem.
Body Image Issues
With technology on the constant rise and filters, social media platforms
are full of pictures that would put supermodels to shame. Body image
issues are rising at an alarming rate. Young people challenge themselves
at a dangerous rate to stay fit and in shape. 33 per cent of young daters
between the age of 20 and 25 commented on feeling an overbearing
need to look their best at all times. They mention that it seems like the
only way to find a date because society's deep-seated and flawed
ideas say an obese person is not worthy of true love.
Love Vs Love Handles
With the rise of online dating, the dating pattern has seen a drastic
change. 45 per cent of the platform's female users above the age of 28
voiced their disregard for their match's weight. These women expressed
that a person's nature and core values weigh over their body type
heavily enough to make it seem insignificant. While some find their
match's weight trivial enough to overlook, 21 per cent of users ranging
between 23 and 26 disclosed that they would prefer someone on the
fitter side. They backed their statement by saying they think everyone
has a choice to be healthy and obesity should not be encouraged in the
name of body positivity. It can lead to life-threatening conditions.
Numbers Game
Dating is a numbers game of more levels than you know. From the
number of appealing qualities you have to the number displayed on
your scale, everything decides the number of matches you will get,
regardless of the mode of dating. According to more than 46 per cent of
daters from tier one and two cities, while body-shaming is called out
and discouraged with slogans of 'all bodies are beautiful,' the slim and
trim body type still remains a crowd favourite, especially when it comes
to dating. How desirable you are is often dictated by your body weight.
Men and Women Alike
The survey shows that obesity-related discrimination is not partial
toward one gender bringing little respite to either. 28 per cent of male
users above 28 disclosed having faced multiple rejections owing to
their weight. Similarly, 31 per cent of women between 25 and 30
said they faced difficulty in finding a date who did not mind their
size. On a tragic note, many of these daters faced several failures in
the traditional form of dating before finding their ideal match from
online dating platforms.
The Virtual World Is Kinder Than The Real One
The findings from the survey show that 47 per cent of people with
failed attempts at finding love through a more traditional format of
dating found their perfect match in the virtual world. 28 per cent of
these people, between 26 and 28 years and working professionals,
mentioned that online dating platforms offer you the chance to
know your match before you meet them in person. It not only
lets an overweight person disclose their condition to their match,
if it was not obvious, but also allows the couples to discuss it at
length, making it possible for one to gauge the other's view
around the issue.
QuackQuack's Founder and CEO, Ravi Mittal, commented, "Our
app sees approximately 24 million chats per month, and we notice
our users discussing fitness-related matters more than obesity,
possibly stemming from the stigma around being overweight. Our app,
trusted by 20 million users, is trying to evolve in manners that make
our users feel more comfortable in their own skin."
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ANTI-POLLUTION SKINCARE
TIPS FOR MEN

4 HEALTHY YET EXCITING FOOD OPTIONS FOR YOUR KIDS
Getting children enthused about eating healthy food is a daily challenge
for parents. Making ensuring your child eats enough food is incredibly
stressful. Fur thermore, today’s children are fussy eaters and do not
consume everything that is offered to them. But every parent wants to
make sure that their children aren’t only consuming junk food, and they
are constantly looking for novel approaches to pique their interest in
nutritious foods.
To relieve some tension of parents, here are some of the best healthy kid
products from Slurrp Farm that will get your kids excited for meals and
still get the required nourishment in them:
Double Chocolate Cake Mix:
This chocolate cake mix is produced with a combination of supergrains
and actual chocolate, making it different from other chocolate cakes. It is
entirely vegetarian and doesn’t contain any maida, refined sugar,
emulsifiers, stabilisers, preservatives, or ar tificial flavours or colours.
Jowar, which is high in protein, oats, which are high in fibre, vitamins,
minerals, and antioxidants, are all present in it, but above all the other
nutrients, Amaranth, which is a fantastic source of vitamin C, is also
there. Serving your children cake is a great way to encourage them to
consume healthy food!

Happy Tummys Almond Date Snack Bars :
Want a chocolate treat that stands out from the crowd? The ideal method
to encourage your kids to eat healthily even during snack time is with
these Happy Tummies almond date snack bars! Almond, date, oat, rice bran oil,
and other real food ingredients can be found in these snack bars. It combines
nutrition and taste.
Yoga Bar’s Dark chocolate oats :
A deliciously nutritious combination of nuts, seeds, and quality golden rolled
oats, with the goodness of chocolate added. wholesome, filling, and chocolaty.
Each bite is jam-packed with beta-glucan to lower cholesterol and contains no
fillers thanks to ingredients like chia seeds, pumpkin seeds, chocolate, Himalayan
pink salt, and raw sugar. Nothing becomes more delicious and full.
Little Millet Noodles :
Noodles, what are you thinking? What about kid-friendly food that’s healthy? The
millet noodles sold by Slurpp Farm are high in phosphorus. Additionally,
rather than being fried, they are sun-dried! They don’t contain maida, refined
sugar, preservatives, stabilisers, emulsifiers, artificial colours, or flavours; they
are created entirely of natural spices. Additionally, it is entirely vegetarian, so if
that isn’t enough to get you to buy it, guess what? They are prepared in five
minutes! Never before has feeding kids healthy foods been so easy.

WHAT MAKES BIO RE-MODELING DIFFERENT FROM FILLERS?

For obvious reasons, taking care of the skin continues to be important.
Therapies and practices for taking care of the skin have advanced along
with technology. Given the current buzz surrounding bio-remodeling, you
may be wondering how it differs from other treatments already in use,
such as dermal fillers. Botox and other types of fillers were popular for
many years among those wishing to enhance the condition and appearance
of their skin. However, given that bio-remodeling is receiving so much
attention, it's critical to comprehend how they differ and the advantages
that each provides.
We'd like to make clear that both treatments use hyaluronic acid (HA), a
hydrating stimulant, before we go into the differences, even though one
may have a higher concentration than the other. So let's get started right
away.
What is bio-remodeling?
In order to assist the skin retain moisture, promote collagen, improve
skin suppleness, and overall renew the skin, it is simply an injectable
version of hyaluronic acid that is injected beneath the layers of the skin.
It can be injected into several body areas, including the face, neck, knees,
hands, and even the stomach.
What are dermal fillers?
Hyaluronic acid also makes up dermal fillers, however they have a gel-
like consistency. They are injected into particular facial regions, including
the lips, chin, and nose. They can also be applied to the face to create
contours for a better appearance. Additionally, they are quite helpful in
reducing wrinkles and moisturising the specific areas of the face, giving
them a fuller, younger, and healthier appearance.
Bio-remodelling vs dermal fillers
The first distinction to make is that HA concentrations in bio-remodelling
are typically higher, which acts to increase the skin's production of HA,
collagen, and elastin. Cellular transformation occurs, leading to noticeable
enhancements that endure long after the HA has subsided. Additionally,
the texture of bio-remodelling is runnier, supporting uniform distribution
throughout various body areas. Bio-remodelling filler has been found to
improve the general texture of the skin, particularly in regions where it
had previously seemed crumply, thin, or crepey. On the other side, the
filler is thicker and more viscous.
The way they are used and applied is another obvious distinction. The
hydrolift effect that results from bio-remodelling targets specific predefined

spots to help tighten the skin and increase hydration. This procedure can
also help cure eczema, acne, hypopigmentation, hyperpigmentation, and
a number of other disorders. It can consistently provide skin plumping in
various areas since it spreads evenly. Dermal fillers, which help to lift,
volumize, fill, and shape particular areas, are thicker in texture and stay
put where they are applied.
A discrepancy in treatment frequency is also present. Two treatments
spaced one month apar t are used for bio-remodelling. This is the
recommended dosage, but after the first two treatments, anyone who
wants a top-up can have one. With fillers, this is not the case. After
careful examination, each person must rely on the counsel of a licensed
dermatologist or cosmetic injector consultant. The use of fillers should
only be repeated once every 16 to 18 months, though.
Finally, bio-remodelling is done over the course of two scheduled
treatments that are separated by a month. Getting an injection may just
take ten minutes. Typically, each session comprises of 10 injections that
are deliberately administered in various shots. While some people will
start to see improvements 7 days after their first session, the majority of
people see complete transformation around 30 days after their second
appointment. This is because collagen needs time to be stimulated and
disseminated throughout the various problem regions. Additionally, it
will be roughly 6 months before a subsequent treatment is necessary.
If you're wondering which is best for you, here's a spoiler; if you require
wholesome skin rejuvenation across different par ts of your body, bio-
remodelling is what you should go for. When you need a specific part
correction, change of shape, remodelling or filler deficit, it becomes more
targeted, hence, enhancing, changing, and modifying the shape of the
face. However, HA in a bio-stimulator will not do any of these. There will
be no change in the structure or shape of your face. All it will do is boost
your own collagen, thereby making your skin look beautiful. Thus, if you
don't want any structural change, bio-remodelling is the solution, but if
you want structural changes and only need to boost specific areas of
your face, such as your nasal bridge, chin and lips, then dermal filler and
bio-stimulator together work best.
Above all, it is important to only use certified brands. Profhilo is one of
the top-rated solutions out there, and it comes highly recommended.
Otherwise, you may just be putting yourself at risk by using unscrupulous
practitioners or products.

We are all aware of the damage that extreme pollution may do to our
respiratory and cardiac health. But let's not forget that prolonged
exposure to pollutants, which enter the superficial and deeper skin
layers via transcutaneous and systemic routes, makes our skin
one of the principal targets. There are several simple calculators on
the internet that may be used to optimise skincare regimens for
women and treatments against pollution-related health problems.
Thoughts for males now? Not that many, actually. Here is a guide
for males who have had a day filled with pollution in the city.
Deep cleansing
The three most common effects of exposure to pollution are
accelerated skin aging, pigmentation, and acne formation. The thumb
rule to prevent all this begins with deep cleaning, followed by the
incorporation of antioxidants or a good regenerative compound. For
deep cleansing, choose a facewash that has compounds like
activated charcoal in the ingredient list.
Actives such as charcoal helps pull out dirt from deep in the skin, making
them harder working and faster acting. And if you have a product like the
Bombay Shaving Company Charcoal Facewash, you have the power of
activated bamboo charcoal, which has stronger cleansing capabilities. The
product is enhanced with vitamins and antioxidants extracted from papayas,
and pomegranate extracts that hydrate while combating aging. Translation -
you don't have to spend too long anti-polluting your face!
Exfoliate
After you've cleaned your face, consider a resurfacing face exfoliator.
This step is great for removing dead skin layers and digging out the smaller
molecules of grime debris. Another advantage of exfoliating is that it softens
the hair follicles, preparing your skin for a closer and more comfortable
shave in the morning.
"With a scaling pollution rate, environmental stressors can cause
oxidative stress, skin ageing, pigmentation, and breakouts. To tackle
this, a proper skincare routine (cleansing, toning, moisturising) is a
must for both men and women.Grooming for men is equally important
as they have more active sebaceous glands and open
pores.Ingredients containing antioxidants like activated bamboo
charcoal, green tea, coffee, acai berry, natural fruit extracts top the
list to reverse the oxidative damage, promoting exfoliation and
revealing a refreshed and healthy complexion," says
HarleenChatrath, Dermatologist.
Rehydrate
No, drinking tons of water before going to bed isn't going to do the
trick. You need to help your skin regenerate itself and prepare it to
fight the free radicals it will be exposed to the following morning.
Either choose a face mask that is rehydrating and regenerating at
the same time or take a small capsule of an over-the-counter
vitamin E, squish it and apply it all over your face. You'll notice a visible
difference in just a few days of consistency with this step.
Did you know men's skin is more affected by pollution as compared to
women's? This is because men tend to wear less makeup! The makeup
acts as a barrier, preventing free radical particles from permeating into the
skin. Even if you choose to opt for adding more makeup to your routine,
we recommend taking the nightly ritual seriously as well.

SPECIAL WAYS TO KEEP THE SKIN
HEALTHY AND ATTRACTIVE IN WINTERS

The approaches to treat the skin also alter with the seasons. A 180
degree difference in skincare is made from summer to winter.
Anything that works in the summer won't work in the cold. There
are prerequisites for even the wet season. There are distinct skincare
regimens for each season. And because of that, it is incredibly
challenging to comprehend the skin's genuine seasonal needs. Your
skin needs additional hydration and nourishment during the winter
months to avoid becoming cracked. To do this, one needs to be
aware of the skin needs for each season.
During the colder months, our skin suffers greatly. The most
troublesome skin conditions include dry skin, uneven skin, and the
occasional need for moisturiser. The air becomes dry due to the
decline in temperature and humidity, which causes skin to become
parched. The skin's moisture is drawn out by it. So, there is a
greater demand for hydration. The greatest strategy to stay hydrated
is to consume lots of water, but it can also be accomplished by
using hydrating products like lotions, serums, hyaluronic acid, etc.
Additionally, you can choose treatments like profhilic to give your
skin a fresh lease on life. Even collagen-inducing treatments aid in
keeping the skin hydrated.Daily, the market is flooded with new
skin-improving trends and procedures. There are many solutions
available on the skincare market, whether you're looking to hydrate
your skin or rejuvenate it. Which one is best for your skin is what
matters most in order to prevent breakouts, ongoing dryness, and
other uncomfortable skin conditions.A strict winter skincare regimen
can help you take good care of your skin. Let's examine some
modern skin care techniques and advice now, before Christmas, to
see if they can assist you combat the wintertime skincare war.
Hydration is the key: The first step to protecting your skin is to
hydrate it well. Drink lots of water. If forgetting things is your forte,
then put a daily reminder to drink plenty of water. Remember, a
hydrated body means hydrated skin.
Choose collagen-infused products: As we age, collagen star ts
depleting. Being the building block for the skin, collagen is essential
for providing strength and elasticity to the skin. It can help to alleviate
the dryness in the skin. Adding collagen supplements and hyaluronic
acid into your skincare routine can visibly lower the drying
conditions and enrich your skin. Rejuvenate your skin with
hyaluronic acid injections: This is the latest buzz in the cosmetic
industry. It might sound scary, but the results from this treatment are emerging
quite pretty. The treatment is called profhilo, which is a remodeling skin
booster that hydrates the skin and makes it glow like never before. During
this treatment, hyaluronic acid is injected directly into the skin, stimulating
collagen to re-grow and replace a dull look with a youthful one.
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NATUROPATHY AND YOGA TO
TREAT DIABETIC NEUROPATHY

FIVE WAYS TO CONTROL SUGAR LEVELS WHILE EATING
A lot of people think a simple portion of dal and rice is healthy, but it is
mainly comprised of carbs! Thinking it’s healthy, they overeat these
quantities and then complain about sugar levels or fatty stomachs.
The main agenda is to have balanced meals which are your protein as the
top priority, low GI carbs especially for Diabetic people, lot of veggies
and good fats.
White sugar, brown sugar, cane sugar, beet sugar – all of these are types
of sucrose. Sucrose is a disaccharide, meaning it is made up of two
simple sugars: glucose and fructose. It is found in nature but is also
produced commercially from either sugar cane or sugar beets. Sugar
occurs naturally in all fruits and vegetables; however, it is the added
sugars that are of concern. The over-consumption of added sugars has
been linked to an increased risk of obesity, type 2 diabetes, heart disease,
and some forms of cancer. So how can we control our sugar intake?
What is diabetes?
There are three main types of diabetes: type 1, type 2, and gestational
diabetes. Type 1 diabetes is when your body doesn’t produce insulin.
Type 2 diabetes is when your body doesn’t produce enough insulin or the
insulin that it does produce doesn’t work properly.
Gestational diabetes is a type of diabetes that can occur during pregnancy.
If you have diabetes, your body can’t break down sugar correctly, and
this causes your blood sugar level to become too high. Over time, if blood
sugar levels aren’t controlled, they can cause serious health problems,
such as heart disease, stroke, kidney disease, blindness, and amputation.
The good news is that there are things you can do to control your blood
sugar level. Eating healthy foods, getting regular exercise, and taking
medication (if prescribed by your doctor) can all help to keep your blood
sugar levels in check.
What are the symptoms of diabetes?
There are a few different symptoms of diabetes. They include:
Excessive thirst
Frequent urination
Weight loss
Increased hunger
Fatigue
Blurred vision

If you have any of these symptoms, it’s important to see your doctor
right away. They can run some tests and let you know for sure if you
have diabetes.
What are the three ways to control sugar levels while eating?
If you are worried about your sugar levels, here are three ways that you
can control them while eating.
Watch your portion sizes. When it comes to sugary foods, it is important
to be aware of how much you are consuming. Be mindful of your portion
sizes and try to limit yourself to a small amount.
Choose natural sugars over processed ones. When given the choice,
opt for foods that contain natural sugars rather than processed ones.
This way, you can help regulate your sugar intake and avoid spikes in
your levels.
Avoid sugary drinks. Drinks like sodas and juices can contain high
amounts of sugar, so it is best to avoid them if possible. Stick to water
or unsweetened tea instead to help keep your sugar levels in check.
The end of it’s all about physical activity, this doesn’t mean you have to
spend 2-3 hours in the gym on daily basis. Simply take a 20-minute
walk before sleeping so the sugar levels can be balanced back slightly.
Also after the walk, you will be sleeping for a minimum of 8 to 10 hours
which automatically puts your body in a fasting state resulting in better
insulin regulation + sugar control. Include protein with every meal or
snack. Protein helps to slow down the absorption of carbohydrates,
which can help to keep your blood sugar levels from rising too high
after eating. So be sure to include a source of protein at every meal or
snack time or a general thumb rule of consuming a minimum of 0.8g of
protein per KG of body weight.
By following these five tips, you can
control your sugar levels while still
enjoying the foods you love. Make
sure to monitor your sugar intake,
limit sugary beverages, and
include more healthy foods in your
diet. By doing so, you’ll be on your
way to better blood sugar control
and a healthier lifestyle overall.

8 ESSENTIAL BRIDAL MAKEUP BRUSHES
A variety of beauty makeup brushes are exactly what you need if you are a
bride-to-be. Makeup brushes assist you in applying your makeup smoothly
and expertly, resulting in a stunning and mind-blowing appearance. Now,
if you're wondering what kind of makeup brush to use for each type of
makeup, sit back and relax as we explain everything to you.
We're sure this will come in handy for you because you'll be attending
a lot of dinners and parties, and you're not going anywhere without
perfecting your makeup. These makeup brushes will ensure that
everything is well-blended and that you have a beautiful finish.
The first step in doing makeup is to apply foundation, which requires the
use of a foundation brush to ensure that it is well blended. This ensures that
your base is flawless and that you don't have a cakey appearance. This face
makeup brush is required to achieve that lovely natural look.
Concealer Brush: Concealers are used to conceal dark circles or any other dark spots on the skin. These
makeup brushes ensure that concealer is uniformly applied and that your skin appears natural. Apply a little
quantity of concealer on your dark spot with a concealer brush, then lightly dab over your skin until it blends
in with your foundation.
Blush Brush: When applying blush, start with a tiny quantity and work your way up, blending as you go. This
will give you the most natural effect. This makeup brush is made to apply color delicately to the apples of your
cheeks, giving you a flushed, rosy look. To achieve a natural look, blush brushes are domed and fluffy.
Contour Brush: The Contour makeup brush is a wide, flat-structured artistic face brush with densely packed
bristles that may be used to contour the cheekbones, forehead, jawline, and even the nose. To use, apply the
contour to your cheeks and then blend it in with a stippling motion. It's made to assist you to contour and shape
the regions you wish to contour and shape.
Bronzer Brush: The purpose of a bronzer makeup brush is to create a sun-kissed glow and to enhance a tan.
Bronzing makeup can be used to darken skin without covering it up. A bronzer is an excellent approach to
making your skin look healthy and radiant.
Highlight Brush: The makeup brush you use is the key to looking glowy rather than like you just spread
shimmer across your cheeks. Soft bristles on highlighter brushes are dense enough to gather up makeup but
not so dense that they don't blend properly. These are fan-shaped to ensure that the dust is highlighted
appropriately on your skin.
Eyeshadow Brush: If you like dramatic and smokey eye looks, this flat shader makeup brush is ideal for
applying eyeshadow hues because it picks up the pigment easily. It also aids in the application of shadows
uniformly across your eyelid, resulting in a flawless eye makeup appearance.
Lip liner: is blended out with a lip brush for a less harsh effect. Start at the middle of your lips and smooth the
product out toward your lip line if you're using lipstick or lip gloss. Use the tip of the lipstick brush to define the
lip lines at the bows and corners for a clean finish.
How Do You Choose A Makeup Brush?
Brush your skin with the makeup brush. The bristles should be smooth and not scratchy. Run the brush
against your hand to see if any fibers fall out to evaluate how strong the bristles are.
Should You Wash Your Makeup Brushes?
To avoid colour mixing, it is suggested that you wash your makeup brushes every two or three days. Makeup
brushes for the face should be cleaned properly once a week to prevent skin irritation. So now you
know everything there is to know about makeup brushes and what they are used for. We're
sure you'll be able to give yourself a stunning makeover in no time, and all eyes will be on
you. Need to update your bridal make-up kit? You can get your hands on Proar te. Enjoy
flawless application every time with Prorate, regardless of the formula you choose.

Diabetic neuropathy refers to nerve damage that is caused by diabetes.
Diabetes is an extremely common chronic disease and diabetic
neuropathy is one of the most likely conditions to develop as its side
effect. In fact, India now has the largest population of people with type 2
diabetes mellitus internationally, with a 10.4 per cent prevalence.
Diabetic neuropathy doesn't affect all with diabetes but many do. Nearly
60-70 per cent of people with diabetes can experience some type of
diabetic neuropathy. While some people may experience mild symptoms
of nerve damage like numbness or tingle in the hands, feet, and legs,
others can experience more severe symptoms like digestive issues,
pain, issues with the blood vessels and heart, and the inability to lead a
normal, healthy life. Fortunately, it is possible to prevent diabetic
neuropathy by maintaining blood sugar levels on a daily basis.
Complementary therapies like naturopathy and yoga can help achieve
normal blood sugar levels. Naturopathy and yoga may contribute to
controlling the condition, as well as reduce side effects and the need for
medications or drugs, by providing specific dietary practices, physical
activity, and stress reduction.
What Leads to Diabetic Neuropathy: Over time, high blood sugar and
high levels of fats, like triglycerides resulting from diabetes can damage
the nerves. High blood sugar levels can also damage the small blood
vessels that nourish the nerves with oxygen and nutrients. Without
enough amount of oxygen and nutrients, the nerves are not able to
function properly. How Naturopathy helps in Diabetic Neuropathy: There
is no cure available for diabetic neuropathy. The key to managing it and
stopping its progression is maintaining healthy blood glucose levels.
Here's how naturopathy can help achieve that:
Maintain a Healthy Diet: Diet plays a crucial role in naturopathy treatments
and it recommends an alkaline diet rich in complex carbohydrates,
fibre, and low fat for people with diabetes mellitus. People with diabetes
should limit their intake of added sugars, refined carbs, and sugary
drinks to help stabilize blood sugar levels. Here are some of the foods
advisable for people with high blood sugar levels:
Include green leafy vegetables along with whole fruits that are high in
fibre, antioxidants, vitamins, and essential electrolytes like potassium
and minerals
Consume avocado, butter, olive oil, seeds and nuts, whole-fat dairy
products, cheese, and yoghurt
Avoid most grains if possible, especially those made with refined
wheat flour
Also, limit the intake of high-sodium foods
Hydrotherapy: In this type of therapy, a combination of baths, packs, and
warm water enema is given to the patient as a remedy. Hydrotherapy
helps improve metabolism and controls blood sugar levels. It also
enhances the capability of the body to use glucose and the enema helps
cleanse toxins from the colon and detoxify the system.
Yoga Asanas for Diabetics: The age-old practice of yoga can provide
plenty of benefits, especially for those living with diabetes. Here are
some yoga asanas that can lead to significant transformations in those
suffering from high blood sugar levels:
Dhanurasana: This asana strengthens and regulates the pancreas. As a
result, this asana is recommended for diabetics.
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RAISING CEREMONY IN BRAMPTON

ARE NEW-AGE MILLENNIAL MANAGERS
CHANGING COMPANY CULTURE FOR BETTER?

The largest and fastest-growing group of workers in the workforce today are
millennials. India is one of the youngest nations in the world, with a millennial
population of over 400 million. Indian millennials, who number over 440 million
and were born between 1981 and 1996, are without a doubt the largest millennial
group in the world. India’s median age is predicted by the CIA World Factbook to be
28 in 2021. This indicates that, compared to thirty-eight, thirty-seven, and forty-
seven years in the United States, China, and Japan, half of its population is under the
age of twenty-eight. They are also among the newest managers we have.
Millennials are creating a new workplace culture as they go up the corporate
ladder. The majority of managers today are millennials, according to a new LinkedIn
research. The ramifications are obvious: Millennial managers are changing the
workplace and the organisation, which will have an effect for years to come. As
older generations start taking permanent retirements from the workforce, millennials
are increasingly taking up mid-level managerial positions, and some are rising
into positions of decision-making. This change may be seen clearly in the way
millennial managers guide their teams. Here are several ways that millennial
executives, as they move through the management ranks, are improving corporate
culture, from open communication to collaborative work settings.
Millennials work for a purpose
Millennials require purpose in their employment. According to a study by the
Society for Human Resource Management, 63 per cent of millennials, the
majority of whom are under 35 years, prefer to make a profit over improve
society. As many as 57 per cent of millennials want more company-wide service
days, and 94 per cent want to use their abilities to help a cause. The report shows
that millennials are the first generation to expect that their employment be more
than just places to work, despite the fact that they are frequently characterised as
entitled, lazy, distracted and worse. They anticipate that the organisation’s mission
and purpose will be in line with their own. For this generation, the focus has shifted
from a wage to a purpose, and the culture must follow suit.
Millennials managers pursue development
The majority of millennial managers are aware that sophisticated coffee
makers and ping pong tables do not motivate employees or produce job
happiness. This generation is driven by progress and purpose. Millennials make
up the majority of the workforce. The unique traits and attitudes of this generation
regarding work and careers are reflected in changes at the workplace. They
anticipate that policies, principles, and development programmes will support
their vision, principles and the professional future they envision.
Millennials don’t want to be bosses
They aspire to be trainers. They don’t seem to care about the conventional
methods of command and control. Millennials enjoy coaching because it

helps them recognise and develop their skills as people and as employees.
Instead of being bosses, they prefer to be leaders. They value cooperation
and desire to establish connections with the C-Suite as well as their reporting
manager’s leadership teams. They want to set an example by being accessible
to everyone, regardless of position or authority.
They don’t want to fix weaknesses
Millennial managers place more emphasis on enhancing employees’
strengths than addressing their flaws. Weaknesses shouldn’t be overlooked
by organisations. Instead, they should focus on enhancing strengths while
minimising weaknesses in order to build healthy work cultures. They would
like that the company give its workers more chances to develop and advance
their skills so they can overcome and counteract any limitations they may
have.
Will to change
Millennials have the ability to affect significant change in businesses with
millennials in leadership roles as well as in the teams they lead. Many
millennials are moving into leadership roles. Millennials, a generation often
known for looking for a sense of meaning in their work, are now assuming
leadership positions. According to Gallup, an American analytics and advice
firm, millennials are pursuing development rather than just working for a
wage in their most recent survey. Does this organisation recognise my
strengths and my contribution? is the inquiry they ask before joining a company.
Perform I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day at this company?
To learn and grow
More learning and growth opportunities are stressed by millennial managers,
which is something that Generation Z employees value in a mentor. Managers
and leaders must promote an inclusive culture that values Millennial
employees and what they bring to the table in order to win their loyalty. As a
significant portion of an organisation, millennials demand a diverse, inclusive
workplace with an energising atmosphere. While we have previously talked
about how important corporate culture is to millennials, it’s crucial to keep in
mind that their beliefs are just as significant. Millennials are the first generation
that have incorporated that thinking into their workplace because they are the
generation who acquired them. In the workplace, millennials are consumers,
and they are prepared to investigate and apply for jobs at other businesses.
As millennials begin to hold senior positions, they bring a distinct perspective
to how firms run and handle their personnel. As the 21st century progresses,
Millennials are fundamentally altering the way we work. Millennial managers
will set the standard for future generations on what they may expect in the
workplace, in their careers, and from their firms management.

WHY YOU MUST NOT SQUEEZE
LEMON ON STEAMING HOT FOOD

Regular consumption of vitamin C — an essential antioxidant nutrient
— helps improve immunity, iron absorption, bone health, skin, hair,
and eyes. Some people also enjoy a tangy flavour and often add
lemon juice to their meals — many a time while the dish is still
cooking or is steaming hot. But it is something you have been doing
wrong all these years?
Yes, according to nutritionist Juhi Kapoor, who shared that one should
avoid putting lemon juice in steaming hot dishes.
“The use of lemon is really important in your daily cooking routine
because lemon is loaded with vitamin C which is an essential nutrient
that your body needs on a daily basis. Our body does not store or
produce vitamin C, hence a daily intake of vitamin C is really important
for good health and longevity,” she wrote on Instagram.
But, it must be noted that vitamin C is extremely heat-sensitive, and
the nutrient gets easily destroyed by heat. “This is why you should
never put lemon juice on food which is still hot, or still cooking on the
flame. Unknowingly, this habit is causing the vitamin C from lemon to
get destroyed and you are not able to get the full benefit,” she added.
“Especially when we are making meals like curry, dal, upma, or poha,
lemon tea – we tend to squeeze the lemon while the food is still being
cooked. So, make sure whenever you’re using lemon on any food
preparation, keep the food off the flame and let it cool down little bit
before you squeeze lemon on to it,” added Kapoor.
Agreed Dr Sawinder Kaur, deputy dean, Head of Department (Food
Technology and Nutrition), Lovely Professional University and told
indianexpress.com that lemon, which is a a good source of vitamin C,
helps in iron absorption when included in the meals.
“But, vitamin C or ascorbic acid is a temperature and light sensitive
vitamin. The degradation of vitamin C can happen at temperature as
low as 30°C and it is highest at temperature ranging from 85-95°C
depending upon time of exposure. This vitamin is also water-soluble
and normally leaches in cooking water. Putting lemon juice on hot
food can destroy the vitamin and its enzymatic activity,” she noted.

DIETARY DRINKS CAN UP HEART
DISEASE RISK: STUDY

A new study has found a link between consumption of artificial
sweetener, generally found in dietary beverages, and increased
cardiovascular disease risk like stroke.
Artificial sweeteners like aspartame, acesulfame potassium, and
sucralose emerged as an alternative to added sugar that enabled
the sweet taste but reduced the calorie content.
“Aspar tame intake was associated with increased risk of
cerebrovascular events, and acesulfame potassium and sucralose
were associated with increased coronary hear t disease risk,”
said the researchers. The study was based on volunteers aged 18
and above from the NutriNet-Sante e-cohort, launched in France
in May 2009. The main objective was to investigate the relations
between nutrition and health over the years. It studied early markers
of cardiovascular health like weight status, hyper tension,
inflammation, vascular dysfunction, or gut microbiota perturbation
in association with consumption of ar tificial sweeteners or
artificially sweetened beverages, the researchers revealed. “The
main vectors of artificial sweeteners are products that are generally
consumed on a regular basis as par t of daily dietary habits,
including artificially sweetened beverages, table top sweeteners,
and dairy products,” said the researcher. Previously, Several
studies have linked the consumption of ar tificial sweeteners to
potential adverse effects while others suggested it to be neutral or
beneficial. Although the results were mixed, artificial sweeteners
currently represent a $7200m market globally, with a 5% annual
growth projected to attain $9700m by 2028.
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